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The monthly deadline for ALL Copy to 
the Editor, Box 2330 will be the 20th day 
of every month. Section reporters and 
Social Ed itors must adjust their individual 
deadlines to meet the initial deadline. 
Published at no cost to the U.S. Govern-
ment by Herald Pr inters & Publishers 472 
Calle Pr incipal, Monterey, California.' THE 
CLASSMATE was originated and previously 
edited by the wives of the students of the 
General line and Naval Science School It 
is now sponsored by the OffICer Stud~nts' 
Wives' Club ?f the Nava l Postgraduate 
SchO?I. Matenal and opinions contained 
herein are those of the publishers and are 
not to be considered an oRkial expression 
?f the D~partment of the Navy. Because of 
Its fu nction as an unofficial medium for the 
Officer Students' Wives' Club advertise-
ments in the publica tion do n~t constitute 
an endorsement by the Department of the 
Na vy of services advertised. 
The anchor c hair 
which can be found at 
the Mon terey Boat 
W orks. 
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Sujun Jeffries, OSWC President. (John Perkins 
Phorol 
The month of September is notorious 
on the Peninsula for fog-free mornings, 
crowded golf courses, and back-to-school 
days. It all adds up to an excellent time 
for us to participate in the varied activi -
ti es offered by OSWc. May I encourage 
those of you who are interested in work-
ing with us o r in taking any of the courses 
sponsored by the club, to contact the chair-
man of the committee in which you are 
interes ted or contact our Activities Chair-
man, Linda Kline ( 372-5904), 
We spent a very interesting and in-
format ive evening in August participating 
in the Military Community Benefits Panel. 
Our thanks to the wives of Electronics 
and Communications for serving as hos-
tesses for the program. OSWC would 
especia lly like to thank each panel member 
for his personal contribut ion. 
Sue Trumpfhelle r and her committee 
are in the midst of final preparations for 
Creat ive Showcase. This ingenious dis-
play of crafts and item s (all prodigies of 
our wives) is scheduled for September 15. 
ALL receipts go to charity . 
For our new arrivals, a sincere ""Vel-
come Aboard" and we look forward to 
gree ting you personally October 13, 1971, 
at the \Velcome Aboard Coffee in the Ball-
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October first and second ... Two eve-
nings to remember! These are the dates of 
the Military Ball. Penne Weerts and her 
able committee chairmen have planned a 
truly elegant evening. All that remains 
is for you to purchase your tickets. We do 
hope to see all of you there ! 
The 1971 -72 OSWC appointment ca l-
endars are ready and now for sale. Julie 
Carter, the Ways and Means Chairman, 
would be most happy to provide you with 
one. The calendars sell for only $1.25, and 
are a must for every NPS family. 
The Ballroom Benefit this year was a 
smashing success! Bea Pafias, the OSWC 
chairman, and all who worked with her 
deserve many thanks for their many hours 
spent in prepara tion. 
If you need an outlet for your excess 
energy, why not volunteer to work on any 
of the 21 OSWC committees? Surely one 
would exactly fill the bill! Call usl Sign 
up " TODAY! -Sujean Jeffries 
room of Herrmann Hall. We also hope 
tha t you will be joining us for one of the 
evenings of the Military Ball. You may 
choose between Friday, Oct. I, or Satur-
day, Oct. 2, 1971. It is a very special eve-
ning, one long remembered, with dinner 
by candlelight and the swish and swirl of 
officers and their ladies regally attired . 
The Nominating Committee composed 
of the OSWC Advisor s, the 2nd Vice-Pres-
iden t, one representative from each cur-
riculum and the Executive Board is in the 
process of preparing a slate for the Oc-
tober elections. Any active member who 
submits her name by September 15, the 
evening of Creative Showcase, will be 
presented by the Nominating Committee 
in a specia l flyer put out in early October. 
Watch for the date of the next Post-
graduate School Wives' Tour. This is a 
well -planned, very interesting afternoon 
spent on the grounds of NPS. You'll visit 
educatio nal facil ities on campus, hear ex-
planations of various aspects of the hus-
bands' courses of study, and conclude with 
tea a t Mrs. Goodfe llow's home. 
"\Ve may well go to the moon, but 
that's not very far . The g reates t distance 
we have to cover still lies within us." -




and Club Reporters 
As of the September deadline (news for 
the November issue ) Classmate will only 
accept pictures for the Socially Speaking 
sec tion of t he magazine. This includes 
section news, wives' clubs news, and 
USN A news, All "Wetting The Stripe," 
"Under Crossed Swords" and "Stork 
Stops" news will remain written as before. 
This new proceedurc will be on a trial 
basis for three month s. If the turnout and 
reception of this policy is not good then 
Classmate will return to the written social 
news. 
The reason for this policy change is 
due to the opinion of the new editor. The 
social news tends to he repetitive not on ly 
from report to report but from month to 
month. With pictures this duplication will 
be eliminated. The back of the magazine 
a lmost always looks like to tal print. Pic-
tures would be more inte resting for every-
one. The pictures will still be grouped 
accord ing to curricululll s. f'o r the time 
being, the head will remain the same with 
"Editor" and "Reporters" li sted . 
The section reporters will have less 
work. If you want the function in Class-
mate take a long a camera . If the function 
is not worth a picture then it's no t worth 
Classmate. Section repo rters must allow 
time to have the pictures de veloped and 
st ill m ake the deadline on the 13th of the 
month. If cost is a problem, then set it up 
wi th the sec t ion for the sect ion treasury to 
pay the cost of film and developing. If the 
sect ion reporter does not have a camera, 
there will soon be a Classmate camera she 
may borrow . At this time, however, tnere 
is no Classmate camera. When we do get 
a new one it will be announced. A sug-
gestion is to borrow one o r let someone 
else take the pictures. 
V/ith each picture submitted enclose a 
caption with the names of the people pic-
tured, when and who gave the fun ct ion. 
Xumher the pictures and 011 a separate 
piece of paper write the caption with the 
corresponding number. On the back of 
each picture write lightl y the sec tion re-
porter's name, the section number a nd the 
number o f the picture. Be sure to use black 
a nd white film with a regular o r polaroid 
camera . Turn in only sharp, clear pi:::-
tures. A suggestion given at the Classmate 
Coffee wa s that the sec tions start a sc rap 
book to put the pictures in after they are 
returned. 
Liasons must make sure each picture 
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has a caption and that the names are spell-
ed correct ly. 
All pictures will be returned provided 
th~ sect ion reporter's name and section 
number are printed 011 the back of each 
picture. Expect to wait about 2 to 3 
mon ths before they a re returned . 
If anyone has any ques tions please feel 
free to call me, Cay H orne (372-7445). It 
is hoped that this new policy will benefit 
the magaz ine a nd the reade rs. 
Navy Relief 
Dress-A-Doll 
The Navy Relief Society wishes to an-
nounce tha t the annual Dress-A-Doll proj-
ect is now in progress. This is a joint 
OS\VC a nd Navy Relief Society project 
and runs until October 1. \Ve hope that 
all sections will participate in thi s worth-
while project. \Ve are also asking fo r good 
used toy trucks or other equivalent boys' 
toys. \ Ve don't want to forget the little 
boys of the families. These dolls and toys 
are dis t ributed in Chri stmas haskets to 
military families. Any excess doll s and 
toys will be donated to needy familie s in 
the civilian community. 
Please be su re to include your Section 
Leader' s wife's name. SMC number, tele-
phone number a ne! cu rri culum. J ndividual 
donations will al so he app reciated. Please 
include your name and above information. 
All doll s ( in boxes. please) and toys may 
be turned in to the Navy Relief office o r 
to ~r ari l y n Durkin. 24 Revere Road. La 
Mesa. For further details, call ~rarilyn 
Durkin '(375-5717). - Marilyn Durkin 
Financial Report 
Cash Balance. May 31, 1971 
Add cash receipts: 
Membership 
Programs 
J nternational ............... .. 
Corresponding Secretary 
Ways and Means 
Total cash receipts 









.... ... $ 4.024.81 
Advance-Crea ti ve Showcase 200.00 
Advance- ~1 i1itary Ball 200.00 
Second vice president ..... 48.30 
Corresponding secretary 35.63 
Treasurer . ..................... 7.62 
Classmate .. 30.58 
C.O. M. Representati"e 10.00 
Flower arranging 38.35 
H ospita lity .......... 27.00 
International 231.00 
Program 24.20 
Navy Relief ........ 85.86 
T otal disbursements 938.54 




The a rtis tic tal ents and creat ive abili-
ties of the wives will be shown at OS\VC's 
Crea tive Showcase o n Sept. 15. Arts and 
crafts of all kinds will be attractively dis-
played. I n addition, a bazaar featuring 
over 800 items donated by the wives will 
be held. Included for sale will he unique 
Chri stma s decorations a nd novel gift-giv-
ing ideas. Larger item~ will he sold at n 
silent a uction where the highest sea led bid 
will be accepted. A gingerhread house. 
painting with subject of your choice, pine 
cone Chri s tmas wreath. large rug and 
enamel pictures will be among the contri-
butions. 
The proceeds from Creative Showcase 
will go to Military Community Benefits . 
Anyone wishing to donate items fo r th~ 
hazaar should contac t Pat Donahue he-
fore Sept. 10. F orms for en tering craft s 
in the ~howcase and further information 
on the program are availahle in the Pink 
f'lyer. Marge Redmo nd should he con-
tacted concerning items to he displayed. 
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Levi's· for Gals 
Now levI's' .Ihe 
orlgmalleans- .•. 
In a super low 
rise verSion bullons 
up Iront. flared and 
III lust lor girls 
In ailihe fabrics and 
colors that mailer 
Carmel 's 
Department Store 
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How I Spent My Vacation 
The hou seboat, tented at the Sugarloaf Marina on Lake Shasta, is hidden away in a cove for th e night. 
I wou ld dearly love to be an optomist, 
h u t I don't dare . Years of experience have 
taught me that when I look forwa rd to a 
pleasurable situat io n with too much naive 
anticipation, it usually fa ll s Rat, and the 
good t imes do n't ma teria li ze. Conse-
(IU ently, whell (' vents proceed too smooth ly 
in advance of a planned trip, for instance, 
r can accurately predict that di saster 
awaits. 
week's houseboat sojourn o n Lake Shasta, 
[ d idn't have time to eva luate the ex isten-
tial climate, but everything tha t occurred 
seellled to auge r well for our vacation, since 
there were bad omen s ( totem s to appease 
the gods!) in abundance. 
The following is a day-to·day journa l 
of our experiences du r ing the recent break : 
Friday. June 25. Husband, Bob, rousts 
all ou t of bed at 7 :00 a.m. Procla ims we 
P rior to our departure last Ju ne for a will be 0 11 road by 9 :00 a.m. Bad way to 
RAPHAEL 
RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
No .... appearing in our Cocktail Lounge 
JAN BIRD 
VERSATILE - ENTERTAINMENT 
GUITARIST - SINGER 
W E D. THRU SAT, FROM 9 P ,M. 
Dottie Pancoas t , one of own 
NPS wives, is now managing 
R aphael's Restaurant . 
Steak Sandwiches 
for the Night Owl 
11 p.m. - 2 a.m. F ri. and Sat. 
Superb Dining in 
a pleasant atmosphere! 
The finest 
Steaks, Seafoods and 
Family Style Dinners 
FAIRGROUND TRAVELODGE ON FREMONT, MONTEREY PHONE 373-3387 
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start day. Out with friends last night until 
2:30 a.m. After hasty breakfast, sit down 
to typewriter to finish last issue's Penin· 
sula Profiles. Editor warned against 
leaving town before she had copy in hot 
little hand. Finished same hour later, under 
lost trying circulllstances for creative out-
put, namely supervising packing of neces-
sities for trip. Took over packing supplies. 
Fervently wished could find master li st of 
needs. 
Car packed, boat trailor hitched, in-
s tructions given to animal-lawn sitters. 
Take off 11 :45. Destination - NALF Dis-
pensary. for emergency treatment of my 







CUltom Made or Ordered to Size 
* Alterations 
for Women and Men 
* Monogramming 
* Reweaving 
16 Years Experience 
Open Mon. - Sat . 9:30 to 6 :00 
247 Pearl St . Monterey 
373-2015 
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Benjy, Cap'n Bob and Nikola fish from the side of the Cllp'n's gig . 
infected big toe, result of falling hatch 
cover. Bob, kids (Nikola, 12, Benjy, 8) 
leave me, return to La Mesa to deliver 
copy to editor. I find no doctors at Dis· 
pensary. two home ill, other out to lunch. 
Told to return in half hour. \Valk to gate 
to wait for Bob (clever move, figure he 
won't cause scene in front of guard). \Vait 
for what seems like hours, feeling COIl-
spicuous in well-worn tra "cling shorts, 
which no one mistakes for hotpants. Bob 
pulls up, muttering about garbled direc-
tions to editor's house. T inform him 
THE TEAM APPROACH 
about returning to see doctor. Displays 
su rprising resignation, and suggests now 
good time to go to Seaside to deliver cam-
paign material s for upcoming election. 
Return to dispensa ry. Still no MD. 
Kindly Right surgeon sees plight and ex-
amines toe. Prescribes no swimming, 
course of ampicillin. Pharmacy low 011 
drug, end of fiscal year. ~ ot enough for 
full course of treatment. Remember some 
at home. previous prescription. Bob balks 
at return to La Mesa. say can get by on 
what they have. I ask if he wants me to 
. . . and it makes good sense 
David L. Allard 
Ronald A. Melanson 
Richard E. Hanson 
Richard A. Krueger 
David B. Dixon 
Daniel F. Mayers 
Pcter E. Ericksen 
Jeromc M. Ledzinski 
Warren J. Buckner 
Darrel McOmber 
John F. Carroll 




232 MADISON STREET 
MONTEREY, CALIF. 93940 
(.08) 373· ' 6047 
Page Six THE CLASSMATE 
Nikola, Barb and Benjy lounging on the gig . 
COMING TO WASHINGTON? 
Write for free Sales·Rental Bulletin , brochures, 
price lists, financing information and maps. 
Every letter answered promptly - no obligation. 
MRS. L YOIA FEY 
Serving housing needs for the past 15 years with 
ROUTH ROBBINS REAL ESTATE CORPORATION 
400 North Washington Street, Alexandria , Virginia 
Phone, (703) 836-6200 • (703) 356·2516 
Serving both Mary land and Virginia 
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lose toe. Foot? Leg? \Ve drive back to 
La ~Jesa. No ampicillin. Trip not tota l 
loss. Discover front door unlocked. Brief 
bu t intense discussion ensues, wherein re-
sponsibility fo r locking house heatedly de. 
bated. Kat resolved. 
Groans of hunger from back seat, drive 
to Seas ide (aiming in r:~ht direc tion for 
tr ip) for hamburgers. ·fter lunch time. 
K ids make one last 11\. ........ ,,11. Cokes for 
the road. \Ve're on our way at 2:45 p.m. 
O nly over-shot ETD by five hours, 45 
minutes. 
Rest of trip relatively uneventful, usual 
number of stops for cold drinks. Try to 
eliminate this by filling drink cooler with 
grape juice in Gi lroy. Discover fish in-
nards stored in cooler. Nikola indignant 
when Bob deposits innards in gu tter. "But 
thats my bait I" Bob chooses to ignore 
Benjy's litany, "Daddy is a litterbug." 
Long stretch of hig hway ahead. ~hny 
fruit stands. Bob adamant, refuses to stop 
for bargain fruit, desipte pleas. Only oc-
casional fist-fights in back seat, mostly 
squahbling. Kids must be tired. Bob, 
grim, remarks. "May make San Jose by 
dark." Sarcasm not dignified by answer. 
Hit rush-hour commuter traffic in East 
Bay. Kids' squabbling peaks. No tice Bob's 
hands on wheel - knuck les white. T ight-
li pped, mutters, "Nerves going." I wisely 
keep silent. Fortunately, we soon cross 
Vallejo bridge. leaving traffic beh ind. Kids 
tluiet down. Nikola reads "Monster Com-
ics." Benjy drops off to sleep, 
First time feel relaxed all day. Smooth, 
care·unrave lling drive through Rat golden 
fie lds. softly rolling hills. Have motel 
reservat ion in Redding, 7:00 dead line. De-
cide never make it, opt for stay in Vaca· 
ville, plush Brigadoon Motel. Kids swim, 
releasing energy. Mom, Dad spl it six·pack, 
releasing tension. \Vanted dinne r out, but 
tired, settled for Kentucky Fried Chicken. 
Before retiring, place emergency call to 
friend s, Ken and Marilyn Olsen, in Mon· 
terey. Nagging worry had left Emmet 
(our ca t) in house. (They checked, drove 
over. Emmet outside.) 
Saturday. July 26 
Up ridiculously early. No t much sleep. 
Room nice, but pillows appa rently filled 
with cement. To famous Nut Tree for 
breakfast. Long line, decide try elsewhere. 
Nex t two places, same. Decide to go fur-
ther. Much further, turns out, Hit Bill 
and Kathy'S Restaurant on highway at 
10:00 a.m. Crowded, but available table . 
\"'a itress takes order a t 10:30. Food ar-
ri ves at 11 :00. Don't look for us on the 
way back. Bill and Kathy. 
Supposed to pick up houseboat at 2:00 
p.m. Moving along at nice clip. Might 
make it on time. Traveling through beau· 
tiful , but desolate farm cou ntry. Skies 
look threatening, starts to sprinkle. Then 
pour. Unbe lievable I This is our vacation! 
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Bob notes, "Rain good for fishing." 
\Vhoopee. 
Reach Lake Shasta, cross Pit River 
Bridge. Sunlight ahead on distant moun-
tain. N carby mountains wreathed in black 
clouds. Where sun hits water, glimmers 
like precious jewel. U nder cloud-dark sky. 
water menacing shade of gunmeta l gray. 
\Ve turn off main highway, onto road 
past tawdry complex o f shacky markets, 
gas sta tions, motel s, New road construc-
tion scares lu sh terrain with ugly gashes of 
brick-red dirt. Progress comes to back-
woods. Finally reach Sugarloaf Marina, on 
Sacramento River arm. Park down by 
dock, ncar Bernie Robert's \ Vestaire Flca-
leiS. H ouseboat almost ready, go aboard. 
are completely enchanted. Couch (will be 
conve rt ed to double bed), dinette (another 
do ul>le bed), complete built· in kitchen, in 
miniature, hot-cold running water. Closet, 
pantry, storage, twin bunks in separate 
rear area, hath room (shower, basin, head ). 
Lots of windows, helm forward in cabin, 
large open deck forward of helm. Ladder 
to sun-roof, railings all around. 
Suddenly, as we load houseboat, veri. 
table monsoon hits. T orrents of rain! 
Panic. Envision seven days, close quar-
ters in wilderness, ra in pouring down. 
Squall passes. Relief. Bernie's son, Tom. 
st rong, silen t, takes us out for shakedown 
cruise. \Ve cOllle back , cast off, no particu-
lar direction. Eight ~fPH cruising speed. 
( Max 14 MPH ). Bob, (hereafte r known 
as Cap'n) at the helm . Benjy takes helm, 
Bob and I sit on deck, groove on nature, 
marvel we're here at all. Cap 'n no ti ce~ 
charcoal broiler on deck needs emptying. 
Finn grip on hroiler, tosses wet ashes. 
along with grill, over side. I watch, amaz-
ed. "Oops, thought it was attached." 
Pluto grin . Next, goes to our boat tied to 
side of houseboa t, grabs line. l. jokingly. 
"Don't lose the boat!" Line parts, boat 
drift s off". Grabbing rear line. Cap'n pl1l1 ~ 
boat back, secures it . Close call. 
We find secluded, emerald-green Sug-
arloaf cove. Hidden away. Quiet beyond 
helief. Tie up to stump. Everyone (bu t 
me) sta rt s fi shing. I start dinner. Dinner 
on, I debark, wade out to retr ieve piece of 
driftwood. Sides steep. \Vater deep. L ose 
halan ce. fall in , sink like stone. Wearing 
terry-cloth heach robe. Heavy when 
soaked. Quick thinking, unzip. ext ricate 
self . Remember doctor' s orders, worr y 
ahout immer sed toe. Say forget it. Swim 
arollnd awhile. Marve lous. 
After dinne r, sit on deck. Listen to 
hirds ( loons?) ca lling plaintively to each 
other in tall trces ahove. Lonely ~out1d!' . 
Then tota l sil cnce. \Vc retire, too. 
Sunday, July 27. 
Awaken, aftcr deep, untroubled slcep, 
to gloriou s sunshine. 7 :00 a.Ill., but leap 
Ollt of bed, draw curtains. Outside, mist 
ri scs in phantom wisps from still. g reen 
water. Morning hush broken by sudden 
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plop of leaping fi sh. Everyone grabs poles 
(but me). I g rab frying pan, fix breakfast. 
Breakfast over, brief debate about house· 
keeping duties. All agree cook doesn't do 
dishes. (Or cook going to resign I) 
The Cap'n wants to movc on (from th is 
perfect spot!), but promises to return . 
\\Tants to go to dam. I demur ("\Vhell 
you 've seen onc dam ... "), capitulate. We 
head out , kids and I o n sll n roof, d ri nking 
in heauty o f day . Trec-studded shore 
drifts by. Gentle breezes lightly stroke 
sun-wa rmed skin. A sumptious mode of 
transportat ion! Clcopatra on silken barge 
couldn't have felt morc regal, pampered, 
serenc. 
Leaving rive r a rm, cnte ring lake, ob-
serve driftwood collector's dream of para-
dise. Each shore we pass litera lly stacked 
with magnificent driftwood. Stopped here 
and there, found handsome pieces to bring 
home. Encountered one beauty. The ulti-
mate driftwood! Had to reluctantly leave 
hehind. Too huge to hring aboard. Benjy with his whopper. 
SEARS 
ROEBUCK and CO. 
Immediate Delivery on TV's and Appliances 
• 
Shop in the Catalogue and Save 
• 
Free Estimates in the Home 
on Carpeting, Heating, Plumbing and 
Kitchen Remodeling 
HI TYLER. MONTEREY 
Telephone 371- U71 
Page Seven 
Page Eight 
Hikola fishing from th e houseboat. 
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Spent day on Lake. Decide like river 
arms better. Dam too far , water choppy, 
decide to return to cove. Tie up at dusk, 
glowing from sun, fee ling at peace. 
Monday through T hursday. 
Days blending into one another, pass-
ing too rapidly. Ken, Marilyn drive up 
for two day visit , met at marina in the 
Cap'u 's gig. Perfect house (boat) guests. 
Brought cold, roasted game hens, mari-
na ted mushroom s, Jamaican rum. Did 
dishes. Swept cabin. Left bread-and-
hutter g ift of champagne. Must ask them 
on nex t excurs io n. 
One night, on another beautiful cove 
on Pit River arm, deer daintily pick way 
d own at twilight. Very skittish, only 
accept food when set out at distance from 
hoa t. Bewitching creatures. H ope they 
elude hunters' gun nex t Fall. 
A side trip to Shasta Caverns. Magni-
ficent, worth see ing. But dOIl't look down 
riding up on hus. No guard rails. Terri-
fyin g drop Lots of clutching among 
passengers 
Another cove, this one with diminutive 











459 ALVARADO 373-1221 
By appointment only 
Telephone 624-8444 
Carme l, Calif. 
BUY ING OR SELLING? 
TRI-CiTY REAL ESTATE & INSURANCE 








De l Monte Bl vd . 
Seaside 
394-6581 
Fremont Bl vd . & 
Broadway Ave . 
Paci fi c Grove 
375-9541 
309 Forest Ave . 
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Ken and Marilyn, the champagne houseboat 
guests. 
waterfall. Splashes into pool, perfect for 
swimming. Temperature 1040 Wednesday 
on. \Ve swim a lot. I lose toenail. Good 
thing found extra Ampicillin in medical 
kit. T oe wretched, but no infect ion. 
Nikola. Cap'n learn to waterski. Maybe 
Benjy, I, next time. Looks easy. De· 
cep tively so. That's okay. Benjy, I, sport 
best tans. 
Benjy catches biggest fish of trip -
pink-fleshed trout. Others pan size. Must 
be inept fishermen. Other s at various 
marinas proudly exhibit long stringers of 
real whoppers. 
Noticed many boats, all kinds, on 
lake , river arms, but great expanse of 
water. Not crowded. Room to move 
freely. little traffic. 
Friday, July 2. 
Return to Sugarloaf cove again at 
dusk. Like coming home. Birds welcome 
us with melancholy cries. While Nikola, 
Benjy fish, the Cap'n and I lounge com-
fortably on deck, reflective ly drinking the 
Olsen 's iced champagne. Delicious cham-
pagne. Delicious moment in time. 
After dinner, up on roof. Black velvet 
sky studded with uncountable stars, shin-
ning with diamond-like br illiance. Seem 
within reach. Milk-white half moon ex-
tends long" silvery wand to shimmer lum-
inously on inky water. Silence deep. 
Total. Then fish arcs out of water, gentle 
splash creating pattern of concentric cir-
cles, marring moon's reflected radiance. 
Saturday, July 3. 
Rose early, walked about atl deck. 
Jumping fi sh got our fishermen out. ti nes 
in water . Sun shining brightly, mist rising 
from emerald st illness to meet sun's fi rst 
rays, disappear. T fee l sudden tears. Don't 
want to leave this place. 
We have breakfast, clean up, cast off. 
Back to marina. All sad, feeling like last 
day at camp. Say goodbye to affab le, 
cigar-chomping Bernie and his bikin i-clad 
wife. Promise to return nex t summer, 
cruises nothwithstanding. We rel uctantly 
take our leave, reAect ing on days too short, 





Express your own individuality in your 
home is one of the maxims of a remark-
able lady from Carmel , Mrs. Dorothy 
Constalls . She is a transplanted New 
Englander who has converted to the West-
ern way of life without losing the air of 
a proper Easterner. "My New York grand-
mother would be shocked at what we 
do and say these days," Mrs. Constans 
sa id , "but it 's an exciting, exhilirating t ime 
to live in ," 
Mrs. Con stans is an interior designer 
whose hobby is teaching. She has taught 
at many schools over the years including 
the University of O regon, Montana State 
Unive rsity, and the U niversity of Wash-
ington. 
She enjoys teaching because she likes 
helping and being with young people. 
Mrs. Constans feels it is important for 
young couples to understand something 
about home furni shings and how to put 
together an attractive arrangement. For 
the past four years she has taught the 
interior design course for OS\VC and 
has taken an active interest in the prob· 
terns the wives face in interior design in 
our way of life. She teaches without notes 
using many of her experiences as ex-
amples told in an amusing, interest ing 
fashion . Mrs. Constans brings many of 
THE CLASSMATE 
Mrs. Dorot hy ConsUns, A.J.D., who tnches the 
Interior Design din for OSWC. 
her OWIl sample books and pictures to 
sha re with her classes. 
"The Kavy offers you g irls an unique 
opportunity to be r epresen tatives of the 
United States," Mrs. COllstans commented, 
"and, with thi s, to trave l and select some 
very unusua l and interest ing- furnishings. 
Also. there i ~ the almost constant movin~ 
7TH AND MISSION 
LUNCHEON • DINNER • COCKTAILS 
624-2406 
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11 23 Fremont Boulevard, Seaside 
Telephone 899-2777 
'215L Reservation Road 
Marina Village Shopping Center 
Telephone 384-7888 
Owned and operated by 
CDR. LEE G. MILLS, USN (Ret.) 
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del monte center 
ff~/tef! 
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in and out of a variety of houses. It's Quite 
a challenge." 
Mrs. Cons tans is a member of the Amer· 
ican Institute of Design (A.LD.). She was 
born in Bangor, Maine, and grew up in 
New York City. She graduated from Par. 
sons, a private art school in New York 
City for interior design, costume design 
and graphic advertising. She then' spent 
a year attending the Paris branch of the 
school. 
Shortly after, she headed \,yest. "1 got 
a job in ~!ontana," Mrs. Cons tans re· 
members. "Coming out on the t rain, I 
remember waking up while passing 
through eastern Montana and peeping 
under the shade of the Pullman at dawn 
and seeing purple shadows - I had never 
seen them before. Racing along was a 
cowboy and all of a sudden, I felt as if I 
were coming home." 
The \,y est has been home for Mrs. 
Constans ever since. After teaching for 
four years at the University of Montana, 
Mrs. Constans married in 1929. She and 
her husband ran a dude ranch in eastern 
\Vashington. "I never worked so hard in 
my life," she remembered. "Everything 
had to be brought in six miles by pack 
train. \Ve did a lot of canning and Ire· 
member my grandmother doing it, but I 
hadn't bothered to learn. So I had to 
swallow my pride and learn from a 
neighbor." 
Later Mrs. Constans moved to Seattle 
where she worked with another interior 
designer and then for Fredricks & Nelson, 
a division of Marsha ll Field's. 
Now she works out of her home in 
Carmel. "rt's the ideal way," she stated. 
"r work ten times harder. but I love the 
Hamilton's 
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sense of freedom it gives me." 
Mrs. Constans' home reflects her per· 
sonality. The living room has mellow off-
white wa ll s with inset windows and book 
shelves. The furniture, too. is off·white. 
A fee ling of tranquility and solidity comes 
through. Splashes of color and in teresting 
pieces attract attention. By the door is 
a stained glass window - a gift from a 
friend; an antique Shaker ches t highlights 
one wall and a low, massive table another; 
an old Chinese tea canister converted to 
a lamp and a stain less steel cube tab le 
blend into a comfortable. practical but 
unusually gracefu l room. 
1frs. Constans said she enjoys working 
with our wives because they're young and 
open to new ideas. She admires their en· 
thusiasm. "They're willing to listen and 
to learn." she said. 
On the subject of general t ips about 
what we should look for in home furnish· 
ings, 1frs. Constans stresses four \>oints: 
"Buy quality; a sale isn't a good buy 
if only the price is right." 
"Know what you like and be practical 
and realistic about your family's needs and 
limitations. Your home should reflect the 
whole family. Try not to have the same 
things as your neighbors, but express 
your own ind ividuality." 
"\\,hen you go to different parts of the 
country or of the world, find out abo ut 
the area. This helps to develop taste." 
"Learn something about home furnish· 
ings." 
And one of the most enjoyable and ef· 
fective ways to do the last is to sign up 
for OSWC's interior design course with 
Mrs. Dorothy Cons tans. - Pat Alfredson 
NUT SHOPPE 
3294 DEL MONTE MARINA TELEPHONE 384·7023 
"CENTRAL CALIFORNIA'S UNIQUE GIFT SHOP" 
Enioy the Santa Cruz County Fair (September 15·19, Watsonville) 
on us and do your Christmas Shopping, too. 
Our complete line of unique Christmas '71 gifts will be on display 
for the first time - Over 150 different delightful gifts to choose 
from. 
Place your order for $10 or more for Christmas delivery / pickup 
and we will deduct the cost of one fair admission. 
20% depos it Payable with order - remainder due 1 December. 
Closing our Stage Coach Flea Mart Station 3 Octobe r. All remain ing Stock Y2 Price 
Month of September. 
1971 Color Christmas Catalog available soon. 
Write or call for yours today. 
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Pooiside Luncheon 
The July OSWC function was the an-
nual Pooiside Luncheon. The lad ies were 
sea ted at tables under the trees and over-
looking the pool. The menu consisted o f 
assorted sa lads, roast beef, ham and rolls. 
After lunch the fashion show started. 
As Mrs. Kathleen Esp, assisted by Mar-
sha Robinson, commentated, the models 
walked among the tab les showing the 
fashions. T he models were Margie Stair. 
Shelia Daniel, Diane Greene, Kathleen 
Kinlaw, Penne Bird. Rena Sarzetakis. Cin-
dy Elkins. Ingrid Parrish. Shirley Du-
chock, and Shahrzad Bakhshalldehpour. 
The fashions shown ranged from hot-
pants through jumpsuits, hostess gowns, 
swimsuits. maternity wear and casual 
clothes. 
The ladies were also told that the look 
fo r fall w ill be just about anything. H em -
lines will go from 2 inches above the knee 
to 2 inches below the knee. A softer, more 
feminine look was the main feature. 
\Ve wish to thank Mrs. Esp and ~Iarsha 
Robinson for presenting such a lovely 
fashion show for the ladies of OS\VC. 
(John Perkins Photos) 
The Facts About Interior Designer s and Showroom Prices 
It is amazing some people still think using an interior designer is expensive. Actually, nothing is furth-
er fro m the truth . Fact is, prudent people who use an interior decorator save money. 
We save YOlt more money by helping you select t he right furniture - fabrics - colors and acces-
sories - th e first time around - thereby avoiding costly mi stakes. 
Thi s is why we say. "it costs no more to decorate than to furni sh. " If this has made you a little curious 




not come in and discover t he Wonderful "Vorld of 
Davis . . a ~lost Fascinating Furniture Store! 
• Daily to 5 :30 
• Fridays til 9 
Free Delivery 
De(ora/or Seroice 
A mple Parkillg 
Co"ve"ieut Terms 
1228 S, Main SALINAS Phone 422-9007 
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_OUbPiGGep 
CANNERY ROW , MO NTE RE Y 
Now appearing night ly 
JERRY WINT ERS & SIOUX SCOTT 
the clown prince and princess 
of music and fun . 
Follow the tiki torches to a South Seas advellture ill dining. 
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II~~~I OLDSMOBILE-GMC, INC. ~ 
. • LARGEST DISPLAY Of OLDSMOBILES 
AND GMC TRUCKS ON THE CENTRAL COAST 
QUALITY SERVICE AND BODY WORK BY 
fACTORY TRAINED EXPERTS 
CAR LEASING AND DAILY RENTALS 




People . .. 
another beautiful dress from 
Sunday's Child - so 
versatile, packable, 
washable and wearable! 
Triacetate jersey in a 
"Bird of Paradise" print. 
Mulberry/ Black/ White. 







Del Monte Shopping Cente, 
Layaway Rev.I,in, Char,. BankAmericard Master Char,. 
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Mrs . Bubara Goodfellow (John Perkins Photo) 
Mrs. Barbara Goodfellow m ust be one 
of t he busiest women on the Monterey 
Peninsula, but she gave no indication of 
her full schedule as she welcomed me to 
her home recently, closely followed by 
Rocky (short for Shamrock), the Good-
fellow's big Irish seUer. 
'We were just getting acquainted when 
Jane Goodfellow came in from the tennis 
courts. T he pretty, 21-year-old blonde is 
staying here in Monterey with her parents 
THE CLASSMATE 
Mrs. Goodfellow 
for the summer before returning to Duke 
University in Durham, N.C., as a senior. 
She has been working at Roos Atkins but 
spends as much time as possible with a 
tennis racket in her hand. Her long time 
friend, \OVren Duffy, a student a t the Uni-
versity of W'isconsin, has been enjoying 
an extended visit with the fam ily, 
Jane's brother, Alexander Scott, junior, 
is, at 24, the Public Affairs Officer aboard 
the U.S.S. John F. Kennedy, operating out 
of Norfolk, Va. His secondary education 
in Norfolk was in journalism, with an 
emphasis in television production. Scotty 
was home for a week's leave in July. 
Berkeley, CaliL, is homeground for Mrs. 
Goodfellow. Not long after her graduation 
from the University of California, where 
she studied American history, she met her 
husband. The future RADM Goodfellow 
was then assigned to the battleship U.S.S. 
Miss issippi. Although he was born in Se-
att le, \Vash .. their home of record is Coro-
nado, Calif. They were married in 1943 and 
soon became good friends with the Mc-
Nitts when the latter were married at An-
napolis two years later. The recent death 
of Mrs. McNitt greatly saddened the Good-
fello\\'s as it did so many others here. 
RA 0 M Goodfellow's most recent as-
signment , before his orders as Superin-
tenden t of the Naval Postgraduate School, 
\\'as as commander of the Operational Test 
and Evaluation Force in Norfolk. 
),f rs. Goodfellow is a lady who ac-
complishes great things when !iOhe sets her 
Burt L. Richards 
NEW YORK LIFE 
INSURANCE COMPANY 
Lite Insurance 
Group Insurance· Annuities 
Health Insurance· Pension Plans 
555 Abrego Street 





mind to it. She started compiling and 
editing cookbooks in 1958 to raise money 
for the National Cystic F ibrosis Research 
Foundation. One of her godchildren, a 
"Navy Junior", is a victim of the disease. 
Since the first publication of "Make It Now 
- Bake It Later," Mrs. Goodfellow has 
written three additional editions. The por-
tion of the income from the sale of the 
four books, which have been dedicated to 
the figh t against cyst ic fibrosis, have made 
Mrs. Goodfellow the largest individual 
contri butor to the Foundation. 
"All the recipes have been tried out on 
ADM Goodfellow," she said. She also ex-
pla ined that all the cooking directions were 
"cleared" by the admiral, meaning, "He has 
trouble cooking a TV dinner, and if the 
cooking directions looked like they made 
some sense to him, they should be un-
complica ted enough to put into print !" 
Tn addition to being wife, mother, and 
writer of cookbooks, Mrs. Goodfellow is 
Honorary President of the OSWC, a 
member of the Monterey Symphony 
Board, worker for Guide Dogs for the 
Blind, and enjoys knitting, gardening and 
entertaining friends. She is also manager 
and overseer for the spacious admira l's 
quarters on the grounds of the Postgrad-
uate School - no small job in itself. She 
compiles menus for occasions from a fam-
ily dinner to a wive's coffee to a formal 
recept ion. The job of arranging fresh 
Rowers for all occasions also falls to her. 
"Fortunately r had a class in flower ar-
ranging somewhere along the line." 
Navy life has taught her the truth of 
the words, "The Navy takes care of it s 
own," the motto of the Navy Relief So-
ciety. She has worked in many places as 
an interviewer for Navy Relief and during 
her Monterey stay is Chairman of Volun-
teer Women. In an interview with the 
Monterey Peninsula H erald. Mrs. Good-
fellow said of the Socie ty's motto it 
"me ... ns helping Navy families. either in 
this country or overseas, in whatever way 
or whatever amount is necessary. It's a 
tremendous operation, requiring numer-
ous fund-raisings and thousands of volun -
teers. Navy Relief has few paid workers. 
except at the big stat ions." 
One of Mrs. Goodfe llow's greatest de-
lights as a Navy wife has been the friend-
ships tha t keep reappearing as the family 
moves from one duty station to another. 
" It's wonderful to have special friends in 
a town where you 've lived a ll your life. 
but with the travelling around you make 
so many more friends. We keep in touch 
when we are seperated and then they 
keep turning up in different places." In 
addition to the McNitts, RADM and Mrs. 
Goodfellow are friends of long standing 
with CAPT and Mrs. Gaines. 
Rocky is primari ly a "friend of the fam -
ily" - probably more a member of the 
family - and earns his keep in the Good-
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fellow household by being the official 
greeter. Although he has some distin· 
guished rela tives, Rocky does not partici-
pate in dog shows. His great uncle was 
Big Red in the Walt Disney picture. 
When I rang the bell, a mild scolding 
was heard behind the big front door. As 
Mrs. Goodfellow opened the door with 
a welcoming smile, Rocky was seen sitting 
part way up the stairs, behaving admirably, 
but wanting very much to come down and 
make friends . As my hostess led me to the 
comfortable living room, the beautiful set-
ter lay down in the entry way with his 
nose just on the living area carpet. Mrs. 
Goodfellow said he loves to chase squir-
rels but is usually restricted to the back 
yard. Once, though, he did escape and 
had to be retrieved by school personnel. 
who brought him home in a big, gray Navy 
van. He was seated, with a superior look 
on his face, in the front between the driver 
and the passenger. 
I n her "spare time" Mrs. Goodfellow 
has been doing some redecorating in the 
admiral's quarters, originally the manag~ 
er's home when the grounds were operated 
as the Del Monte Hotel. A tour of the 
large house showed new bright patterns 
in waII paper and complimentary area 
rugs in bathrooms and bedrooms. She said 
plans have been made. but so far only 
partially carried out. for the master bed~ 
room. It is larger than most living rooms 
and features tots of windows and sun-
shine, and a fireplace in one corner. 
Other features of the old place which 
delight the lady of the house are the 
Aowered second floor balconies in both 
front and back, and the airy sun room 
which opens off the living room. With so 
much glass in sliding doors and windows 
and skylights, the room seems like an 
enc10sed extension of the garden. "We 
usually eat out here," said Mrs. Goodfel -
low, indicating an informal dining area 
at one end of the sunroom. "On sunny 
morn ings it's just lovely - like having 
hreakfast in the garden." 
Rocky returned to the front door to say 
goodbye and sat down beside an ornate 
grandfather clock which has always en-
hanced the entry way. It has seen many 
distin~uished visitors, and many more will 
receive a warm and cordial welcome as 
long as Mrs. Goodfellow is the hostess. 
- Suzan McKenzie 
See August 
Issue for same 
free gift. Ca II 
Kitty Stapleton 
373-6418 
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Classmate Coffee 
The Classmate Coffee was held in August at Mrs. Gai nes' home. It was attended by fifteen liaisons 
and section reporters. The new "Socially Speaking" picture policy was discussed. The results may be 
found on page 3 of th is issue . (Pat Alfredson Photos) 
N.w CI.om.f. Editor C.y Hom. 
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"Republica Orien ta l Del Uruguay," 
nestled between two giant South Ameri-
can countries (Brazi l and Argentina) , 
freely translated means "to the or ient or 
east of the Uruguay River." It's geogra-
phy gives it the right to be called truly an 
international country having its own 
unique integrity while enjoying its proxim-
ity to the cities of Brazil and Argentina. A 
nation of 2.85 million, it has the cohesive-
ness of a Greek state. This was evidenced 
in recent years when a referendum enabled 
the people to decide whether to continue 
their unusual "Collegium" system of gov-
ernment or return to Presidental rule. For 
greater efficiency, the presidental method 
was reinstated in March, 1967. It is a 
democratic country with 19 state govern-
ments called "intendcncias" which are 
dependent on the central gove rn ment. It, 
as ours, has three branches of government 
- the Executive, the Judicia l and the 
Legislative. 
Not being strangers to North American 
shores, Beatriz and Jacinto Aviles recount 
happily their cathedral wedding in Chi-
cago in 1957. while he was studying at the 
Great Lakes Naval Stat ion. They were 
there six months. thus Beafriz's earliest 
Navy wife adventures were in the Amer i-
can tradition. Earlier. Jacinto had been in 
Norfolk in 1955. to study dest royer op-
erations. Returning now with their three 
children Rosina. 14, Gabriela, 10, Marcelo, 
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The Aviles Family 
4, and Beatriz's mother Mrs. Saravia (who 
will remain with them unti l October), 
they are eager and prepared to absorb as 
much "Americalia" as they can. Beatriz is 
busy doing ceramics and candle making 
while awaiting the sta rt of English classes 
at Monterey Peninsu la College in Septem-
ber. A g regarious, open person, Beatriz's 
family is historically tied to the develop-
ment of Uruguay. Her grandfathe r, Gen-
eral Savaria, was instrumental in giving 
strong di rection to the country in 1904, 
and if you were to visit Montevideo, the 
capita l, you would be able to see a statue 
erected in his honor and that of his broth-
er (a lso a General) in one of the m any 
public parks. Her brother is a major in 
the Army, continuing the family tr~dition. 
Jacinto's fathe r works in the law office of 
the Social Security Office while his broth-
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er is a noted television master of cere-
monies and producer in Buenos Aires, Ar-
gentina. His two sisters are married to 
doctors practicing in Montevideo. J acinto 
is now busy in the Communication Man-
agement curriculum. 
The area size of Oklahoma, Uruguay 
has been ca lled the Switzerland of South 
America due to its small size, democratic 
institutions, high standard of Jiving, homo-
geneous people and ease of communica-
tiolls. An apt defense of Uruguay's size was 
made by Rosina who noted, "Our count ry 
is not that small , for Switzerland, H olland, 
Belgium, Luxemburg and Liechtenstein to-
gether take up a little more than one-half 
of our country in size." After declaring 
their independence from Spain on August 
25, 1925, the people of Uruguay stepped 
boldly ahead formulating a system of gov· 
ernment and life that was to be one of the 
most futuristic in South America. Taking 
giant social steps under the leadership of 
Pres ident Jose Batlle y Ordonez in the 
early 20th Century (even before the United 
States of America), social security, an 8 
hour day, abolition of the death penalty. 
divorce, loans to farmers and woman's 
liberat ion were initiated. The Aviles are 
proud to say, "Education is free from nu r · 
sery school all the way even on into Un i. 
versity, in fact the Const itution does not 
permit any private schools further than 
high school." There are many private 
schools on the pr imary and secondary 
level specializing in a particular language 
or ientation. Rosina has been designated 
official social and business secretary for 
the Aviles since her command of English 
(and the Queen's EngliSh at that) is ex-
ce llent. Both she and Gabriela attended St. 
Andrews. an Engl iSh school, in Monte-
video. 
An almost entirely middle class society. 
Uruguay is basically an agrarian count ry 
HOLLYWOOD BED SETS 
$77 Tremendous Simmons buy! For an amazing $77. you get Simmons 
t win mattress and box 
spring, heavy·duty metal 
bed frame wi th casters, AN D 
your choice of 6 headboards. See 
for yourself: perfect for guest room! 
UNION 
HOME FURNISHIN" • APPLIANCES 
2259 FREMONT STREET • MONTEREY 
CARPETS 
372·1078 
OPEN FRIDAYS TIL9 • FREE PARKING IN REAR 
AUGUST, 1971 
with low rolling land used for cattle rais-
ing. It, like New Zealand, has more sheep 
than people. All the country except the 
state of Montevideo (in which the capital 
city is located) is divided into huge pieces 
of land known as "estancias", Staggering 
to the American mind, I am told, "They 
are like Texas ranches hut bigger," Be-
cause of this, meat (which usualty means 
beef to a Uruguan) is the most important 
part of their diet. It has been estimated 
that 200 1b5. of meat is consumed per 
pe rson ( including babies) in one year. It 
is not unusual for construction workers 
to grill their own meat on open fires at 
lunchtime. Jacinto says, "Where there is 
construction, there is always an appetizing 
aroma of the barbeque." A must for 
visitors is a visit to a "parridillada" which 
is a restaurant that serves grilled meat. 
The culture is Spanish with a strong 
Italian influence due to large immigrations 
from Italy in the 19th Century. In the 
Italian tradition, pasta is usually served at 
the Thursday and Sunday main meals. A 
very special Uruguan dish is "Torta pas· 
cualina" which is a ravioli with cheese 
and spinach. 
Uruguay's extensive Atlantic coast 
line and shore along the River Plate pro· 
vides continuous beautiful beaches with 
eight excellent beaches within Monte· 
video, alone. A thoroughly beach minded 
people. Rosina has noted, "In summer, the 
people go to the beach early in the morn· 
ing; come back; have lunch and then re· 
turn to the beach and sometimes stay up 
to even 8 o'clock without it even being 
cold." So true it may be since the govern · 
ment is the largest "industry" and em· 
ployees work what is considered half day 
(7:30 until 1 p.m.). The rest of the day is 
religiously spent at the beach. The Aviles' 
maintain a large apartment in a Monte· 
video high rise apartment complete with 
a sweeping view of the ocean and maid's 
Quarters. They retreat in the summer 
months to their beach house in Punta del 
Este, a beach resort 85 miles from Monte· 
video. The beach is considered a must by 
natives for atl visitors to see. It is at Punta 
del Esta that the water of the River Plate 
changes and becomes a little greener , deep· 
er and more frocious, for the Atlantic 
Ocean begins here. 
The very fir st time I met Jacinto he 
winked in his marvelous warm manner and 
sa id. "Ah - Uruguay - my country ... 
you would love it." A richer understanding 
of these words con tinues to grow as I 
Jearn more of Uruguay and its people. 
Montevideo, meaning "I see a mountain" 
(even though the Portugese sai lor uttering 
these words on an ea rly exploration of the 
River P late was mistaken) now comes 
lilting from my non·Spanish speaking 
lips as T envision st reets of modern con-
cre te bui ldings. antique ca rs and beaches 




ALFAjOR de DULCE de LECHE 
A rich delicious pastry cake with sweet 
milk filling. 
Filling (Dulce de Leche) 
V, gallon of milk 
vanilla 
~ lb. of sugar 
Put V, gallon of milk and * lb. of 
sugar to cook together with some drops 
of vanilla. When that starts boiling, put 
the fire very low and stir it until it be-
comes go lden brown and is a little thick. 
Let cool. 
Pastry layers 
3 eggs yolks 
V, cup water 
Yz cup flour 
Beat 3 egg yolks. Add !4 cup water 
and flour until the dough is a little hard 
and then you can knead it. Knead for some 
minutes and then divide it into 6 pieces. 
Roll out each one of them as thin as possi. 
ble and then cut them with a mold to 8-in . 
layer cake size; thus making the layers of 
the Alfajor. Put them in a moderate oven 
(350°) until they have a goldish color. Let 
cool. Then unite them like a cake with the 
Dulce de Leche (filling). Cover all sides 
and top with merengue and sprinkle al-
monds over it. 
Merengue 
Beat 3 eggs whites and then add 6 
tablespoons of "ugar. Spread over cakf' . 
DOLORES AT OCEAN 
Vi.iane Woodard Cosmetics 
Pege Seventeen 
TORTA PASCULAINA 
A traditional ravioli dish. 
Dough 
2 cups of flour 
2 teaspoons of baking powder 
~ teaspoon sa lt 
30 oz. of butter or magarine 
5 tablespoons approximately of cold 
water. 
Mix flour, baking powder and salt . Cut 
in half of the butter, then cut in the rest 
of the butter. Use as much cold water as 
you need to make a smooth dough but 
trying to knead it the least you can and Jet 
chill ill the refrigerator, covered for 15 
minutes. Divide the dough in 2 pieces and 
roll them out as thin as possible. 
Filling 
8 cups of Spinach 
2 oz. of butter or magarine 
1 teaspoon of oregano 
1!4 teaspoons of salt 
4 beaten eggs 
1 cup shredded cheese 
5 unbeaten eggs 
Cut Spinach into small pieces. Melt 
butter in a frying pan and sprinkle over it 
the oregano and salt. Take from the fire 
and m ix with the beaten eggs and the 
cheese. 
'Vith one of the pieces of dough cover 
greased 9·inch pan (either round or 
square). Add filling and make five holes 
in it and in each hole put one of the un· 
beaten eggs. Cover the filling with the 
other piece of dough. Brush over with 







IL PONTE VECCHIO 
The charm of the 
Old World 
on Lighthouse Avenue 
Fine Gifts 
Florentine Interiors 
• • • 
We Pack and Mail 
Your Gifts 
Insured 
• • • 
613 Lighthouse Avenue 
Next to Bank of America 
Pacific Grove 
372-8776 
Open 9:30 - 5:30 
Closed Sundays 
IL PONTE VECCHIO 
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Monterey Boat Works 
~--
The Monterey Boat Works on Ocean View Blyd., in Pacific Groye. (Carol W illiams Photos) 
To me, the beautiful chair on this 
month's cover of Classmate is just that; a 
beautiful chair. To Dan Hulphers who de-
signed the chair, it is a work of art and 
the end result of many hours of painstaking 
thought, carving and execution. Although 
Dan's primary experience is as a ship's 
joiner , he is first and foremost a carpen-
te r. In this respect, he is no different from 
the other young men who operate the 
~f ont crey Boat \Vorks. 
When I arrived at the Boat \Vorks to 
interview the workmen for this article, the 
first person I met was Genaro Calabrese. 
He and his brother, AI, a re the owners 
of the Monterey Boat Works on Ocean 
View Blvd., in Pacific Grove. Genaro was 
an informed, refreshing young man who 
wants only "to pay rent, buy groceries, 
and make beautiful things." H e does not 
argue, however, if the beaut ifu l things he 
makes bring in large sum s of money. His 
primar i aim is to earn enough money to 
finance the Boat Works. He and Al 
bought it last summer from Ray Siino, 
whose family owned it for many years. 
They were unable to ob tain adequate 
financing, so the brothers sought to earn 
the money themselves. T hey turned to the 
one thing they knew and knew welt - car-
pentry. The results, seen here, may be 
pu rchased at the Boat Works. Each is 
an original, one-of-a-kind item and each is 
a hand-crafted piece of furniture. 
I walked th rough the works with 
Genaro. We saw the redwood burls and 
driftwood that will become the coffee 
tables, and the wood slabs for dining room 
tables. There was also wood to become 
chairs. It is amazing that from such non-
descript hulks will come such beautiful 
pieces of furniture. 
Pictured below are AI Calabrese, Tom McKeryey, Dan Malone and Genaro Calabrese. AI and Dan are 
the owners of Monterey Boat Works. 
I 
I 
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With A Difference 
These are th e redwood bu rls th at the ca rpenters will use to make coffee ta bles and din ne r tables. 
Genaro asked me to bear in mind that 
the furniture was only a sideline, that the 
primary function and business of the Boat 
Works was the repair and outfitting of 
boats. We walked around the grounds 
and he pointed out the boats that are 
scrap and the ones being refitted. He 
seemed to take special pride in the work 
being done on the Marietta, a salmon 
fishing trawler that is being refitted. She 
This chair WiS made by Tom McKeney. 
needs extensive hull work to say nothing 
of a coat of paint, and is being repaired by 
Tom McKervey and Dan Malone. 
Dan al so designs redwood coffee tables. 
Ordinarily, Dan just oils and seals the 
redwood. However, one particular piece 
had several knotholes in it. To com pen-
3ate for them, Dan bored them out and 
'eplaced them with the ceramic tiles to 
;erve as coasters. 
Tom McKervey, who has worked in a 
London shipyard, talked with me at length 
lbout his work. He says his approach is 
lcademic since he is basically a ship's 
ioiner. All of Tom's chairs are made with 
Above is Dan Ma lone repairing a boat at the 
boat works. 
wooden dowis, and the only screws are 
hose that secure the seat to the frame. 
According to Tom, a chair should be 
5trong enough to stand by itself without 
Dr. Bender's School of Music 
Lessons for Children .nd Aduhs in 
Piano, Organ, and Guitar 
IFAMIL Y TERMS) 
Located betwee n Postgraduate School and Del Rey Oaks 




Any Evening by Appointment 
Store Hours 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p,m. 
Telephone 372-7596 
Forest Carpets & Home Furnishings 
Home of Reliable National Brands 
Ethan Allen - Simmons Beauty Rest - La-Z-Boy - Tell City - U.S. Koylon 
KARASTAN RUGS Also Cabin-Crafts C. H. Masland & Sons 
Carpet and Drapery 
471 lighthouse Avenue 
New Monterey, California 
Home Furnishings 
497 Lighthouse Avenue 
New Monterey, California 
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Barbara Hudson makes wooden puppets, puzzles 
and other chi ldren's toys. 
support from the seat. He further ex-
plained that such is not the case with most 
mass-produced chairs. The only way to 
achieve excellence in furniture making is 
to spend time in selecting the wood for 
each piece and in deciding what to do with 
it . 
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Tom spends considerab le time studying 
the wood he uses and designs a plywood 
model from which to work. Then he 
begins working on the back pieces, which 
he feels are most important in the overall 
design. Next he intergrates the design for 
the front leg with that of the back leg. 
The fourth step is to decide how wide and 
how deep he wants to make the chair, and 
the design is developed as he goes along. 
He may find that the wood he is using will 
not lend itself to what he had in mind, or 
decide that a different curve will show off 
the wood to its best advantage. Therefore, 
the final product is not always what he 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1171 FREM O NT BOULEVARD TELEPHONE 899-2533 
BLUE LUSTRE RUG SHAMPOO 
"NEVER used anything like it," say users of BLUE LUSTRE for 
cleaning carpet. Rent an electric shampooer for $ 1.00 a day at 
time of shampoo purchase. 







Open 6 Days a Week· And Evenings by Appointment 
Opposite Postgraduate School 
1360 Mark Thomas Drive 
372-7406 
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pictured in his mind when he began work -
ing on the chair. 
Tom believes that a chair should be big 
at the bottom, wide enough and deep 
enough for a man, yet low enough for a 
women. He points with pride to these 
feat ures of his chair and spoke of im-
proving the design on subsequen t models. 
Tom spoke of the lam inated rocking 
chair he is presently making. I t does not 
resemble what he started out to make. H e 
talked of his desire to be a master crafts-
man. H e takes great pride in his work, 
and his work is a beautiful reflection of his 
pride. 
Barbara Hudson makes wooden pup-
pets, puzzles, and other ch ildren 's toys. 
Some of Barbara's designs are originals 
while others are copies. She works oc-
casionally at the Boat Works. 
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Pictured abo'e is Tom McKeney. Pictured at the right is Dan Milone talking with Meg Butterworth 
about boat repairs. 
\ I 
One does not expect to find any or all 
of these things at a boat works. But at the 
:Monterey Boat Works the men who own 
and operate it are different. Their prices 
are perhaps higher than o thers, but their 
work is of a higher quality and they feel 
that their customers are getting their 
money's worth. 
Gcnaro and AI make trips to northern 
California to select the woods they will 
use in repairing the ships at their works. 
The same is true of the buries and drift-
wood. Some is Myrtle, some Redwood. 
others are Douglas Fir and sti ll others 
are Georgia Pine. Some day they hope to 
build a wooden boat. In the meantime, 
they will be content to continue making 
their repairs and designing furniture. 
"Our Dean Witter & Co. offices 
represent some of the finest 
investment facilities in Monterey." 
The location: 750 Del Monte Center, Monterey. 
The facilities: The latest electronic equipment includ-
ing Lectrascan, Auto-Telephone, Stockmaster, Mar-
ketmaster, Dow-Jones news service, an investment 
library, private conference rooms, plus direct lines to 
New York and other financial centers. 
Most important: You'll find our primary asset con-
tinues to be the people we select to serve you - people 
of intelligence, imagination and integrity. 
Whatever your investment needs, we invite you to 
come in and get acquainted, We think you'll be glad 
you did, 
- Meg Butterworth. 
Thoma. E. McCullough, Vice P .... ident 
You ' re close to men vvho )movv 
vvhen you invest vvith ... 
DEAN WITTER Ii: CO. 
INCORPORATED 
"" E "". IER N EW YORK STOCK I[XCHANG I: 







The entrilnce wu decor.ted with flowers . <Pat 
Alfredson Photos) 
THE CLASSMA Tf 
Jet ;Ige ride . 
Momentum is the key to success. 
ASSIGNEES TO D.C., FORT MEADE, 
ANDREWS, PENTAGON AREAS! 
Write or phone JOHN T. CONNELLY, LT. COL. U.S.A.F. RETIR ED for information 
describing comfortable living at Belair Bowie, Maryland. 
At prices ),ou can ilHord • Prices generally range from $24,000 to $40,000 
HERE ARE THE APPROXIMATE DRIVING TIMES FROM BOWIE TO: 
Downtown D. C ................... .. . .................... _ ............................................................................. 25 minutes 
Pentagon .. ............. . 
Andrews AFB... . . ................. . 
Annllpoli5 ....................................................... . 
Ft. Melld 
Tidewater Belair Realty, Inc:. 
Belair Shopping Center 
Bowie, Maryland 20715 
* INSURANCE _ _ _ 
Residence 
301-262-2457 
INCLUDING MORTGAGE PROTECTION 
* REAL ESTATE .. . 
SALES AND PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 
* INVESTMENTS 
........ 35 minutes 
. ........... 20 minutes 
. ......................................... 20 minutes 
.................................... 20 minutes 
Office 
301-262-0700 
* MOUNTAIN CABIN RENTAL 
329 Ocean A,enue • Monterey. Calilornia 93940 Ofliee 375·1236 • Residence 375-1285 
........•................................................. 
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DriYing the highw;lYs. 
His first driving lesson. 
The Merry-go -round riders . 
SE PTEMBER, 1971 
Hang on little sister. 
Cotton candy for everyone. 
SERVICES 
New Goodyear Tires 
Recapping - I Day Service 
Wheel Balancing 
Front Alignment and Service 
Broke Service 
Muffler and Tail Pipe Service 
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All the excitement was exhausting. 
Eating lunch under the trees. 
5 I 2 Fremont 
FRontier 2-7583 
GOODliEAR 
TIRES - TUBES - BATIERIES 
20,000 Mile Guarantee Recapping 
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Hand loomed St. John Knit 
Sizes 4-16 
Pr ices from 
$60.00 to $120.00 
Fashion Show 
Tuesdays 12,30 
at the Casa Munras 
For groups over 25 arrangements 
can be made for a fashion show 
on any day. 
Page Twenty-Four 
"And the 'Winner is ... " 
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Many farm animals 'Were on display. 
BIG TREES FOREST CHALET RENTALS 
Rent from a fellow student 
SKI BEAR/MT. REBA 
Fish, Hunt or Hike in the Tall Tree Country 
Great for weekends or breaks 
For Rental Rates, Reservations or Infor-
mation on Land or Cabin Sales at NPS call 
Jim Wilson - 372-9380 
Ted Simpson - 375-4828 
\)-m->-»·»)->-»->-»-»)-»)->-»->-»->-»-}-»~->-»->-»+»->-»->-»->-»->-»+»->-»->-»->-»-»)-»)-)-»->-»",,»)0 
~ Pre6dio 0/ monterey i 
l' Il Stt :;: ~ ~~ eauty a on ~ 
~ ~ 
'I' Come in and relax ~ ~ ~ 
j and enjoy our spectacular ~ ~ view of Monterey Bay ~ ~ ~ 
'I' ~ 
~ Located above the 242-8240 ~ 




Hartnell & Webster 




CORSETS CUSTOM FinED 
BY REGISTERED CORSETIERS 
and 












Would you like to spark up your warm 
September and October evenings? Why 
not try this cookout idea. 
TERIYAKI SHISH-KABOB 
2 cloves garlic 
~ cup water 
!4 cup bourbon or red wine 
2 T cooking oil 
1 cup soy sauce 
!4 cup brown sugar 
3 t ground ginger 
2 t vVorcestershire sauce 
1!4-21bs Chauteaubriand cut in }" cubes 
(Serves 4 adults) 
Mince garlic finely in large bowl. Mix 
together all other ingredients except meat. 
Put meat in sauce and marinate for sev-
eral hours, preferably overnight, along 
with about 16 whole fresh mushrooms and 
onions and 2 bell peppers cut into 8 strips 
each. Add about 16 whole cherry toma-
toes about 1 hour before you are ready 
to put on skewers for cooking. 
When placing on skewers alternate 
meat, tomatoes, onions, bell pepper and 
mushrooms. Grill outside over charcoal 
or in your oven broiler until meat is done 
to your individual tastes, 
If shish-kabob isn't for you, how about 
a delicious teriyaki flank steak? Marinate 
one 1 to 2 pound flank steak in the above 
marinade and grill or broil as desired. But 
watch it now, this tender cut of meat 
cooks rather quickly! When done, cut 
diagonally for individual servings. 
You can also use this recipe for hors-
d'oeuvres. Cut the broiled or grilled flank 
steak into bite-size pieces and place them 
in a chafing dish with some of the mari -
nade. Keep hot and let your guests spear 
meat bits with small skewers and eat on 
small bread slices or buns. 
The marinade keeps well in a closed 
jar in the refrigerator. The recipe can be 
doubled or tripled to serve larger groups. 
For an added flair serve hot baked po-
tatoes with lots of butter and sour cream 
and a generous tossed green salad. 
As a light dessert idea, try fre sh fruits 
on skewers . J suggest cubed fresh pine-
apple, whole fresh strawberries, mandarin 
orange slices and cubed bananas. 
- Cindy Elkins 
Ecology Center 
The Monterey Ecology Center has 
opened. They will accept cans and bot-
tles, but not newspapers. It is located in 
the Fairway Shopping Center behind the 
Cork N' Bottle liquor store on David Ave., 







Military Ball is fast approaching -
Oct. 1 and 2 are the dates set for the most 
formal and traditional event of the year 
at the Naval Postgraduate School. This 
year's theme selec tion is "Sword and 
Shield of the Nation" in honor of the 
Military as the D efender of OUf Country, 
Tickets will be available for purchase 
beginning Sept. 8, at the Student Mail 
Center, from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., 
weekdays, until completely sold ou t. Price 






' 100 % of re nt paid may apply to pu rc hase 
\!fALL WEST 
FURNISHINGS. INC. 
·Visit Dur showroom located at 
1 D5 Central Ave . • Pacific Gro .. , Ca. 93950 
MODERATE MONTHLY RATES 
CHOICE OF BRAND NAME NEW 
FURNITURE 
CALL 373-2465 
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Penne Werts, Military BIll Chairman, Sharon Sisson, Vice Chairman. 
couple and $8.00 per couple for the Ball 
alone. Group seating will be available, how-
ever, one individual may purchase a max-
imum of 9 couples' tickets or 18 individual 
tickets. At the time of purchase, a list of 
names and ranks of people in the group 
is required as well as enough money to 
cover the price of the tickets. Checks made 
payable to Military Ball . No refunds after 
Sept. 22. 
Cocktails will be served in the lounge 
beyond the quarterdeck in Herrmann Hall 
at 6:00 p.m.; D inner, in the EI Prado and 
EI Rancho rooms, from 7:00 p.m. to 9 :00 
p.m., will feat ure Prime Rib of Beef, Green 
Goddess Salad, Stuffed Potatoes Cavalier, 
Green Beans Amandine, Strawberry 
Freeze, and Burgundy Wine. Following 
Dinner, the Ball will commence at 9:00 
p.m., in the Ballroom, con tinuing until 
1:00 a.m. 
Dress for the evening will be long, 
fo rmal attire for the ladies and Dinner 
Dress Blue Jacket, or equivalent for the 
men. 
2llRiss !,sqcroft 's ~cqOO( 
THE PENINSULA'S UNIQUE PRIVATE SCHOOL 
FOR THE PRIMARY CHILD 
Our Philosophy of Education: There will be strong emphasis on loyalty to 
family and country and the high moral standards which they symbolize; also 
respect for adults and peers and appreciation for the cultures of aU peoples. 
Our purpose is to educate, not entertain. When properly taught your child 
will find joy, sa tisfaction and poise in the accomplishment of learning. 
Program: English language, Mathematics, Mus;c, Art, Science, French /anguge 
BOYS-GIRLS, AGES 4-9 TELEPHONE 375-7786 • 375-7751 
PAY LATER PLANS - EXCURSION FARES - FAMILY PLANS 
AIRLINE INFORMATION RESERVATIONS 
446 Pacific, Downtown Monterey Phone 373-3266 
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At the right are the Decorations Chairman , Darlene Wernsman , and her Assistant Chairman, Joan Bowman. Pictured to the left are Karen Frigge, the 
Invitations Chairman, and Pat Alfredson, the Ticket Chairman. All the Chairmen are organizing and making preparations for the Military Ball which will 







Carpets Professionally Cleaned In Your Home 
ROTH 
25% Discount 
for ush Hd 
Carry 






Daily 9 ,30 to 5,30 
Left on San Carlos 
Between Ocean and 71h 
Carmel 624-0441 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
COMPLETE FINANCIAL PLANNING 
INVESTORS TYPE INSURANCE. 




NEW MONTEREY OFFICES, 500 SLOAT AVE 67 SOLEOAD ORIVE 
JOSEPH P. LEO 
CDR, USN (Rel) 
850 MUNRAS AVENUE 
............•............................................. 
Pictured above are Edna Phelan, Publicit, Chair-
man, and Pat Donahue, Program Chairman. 
Once again, Mr. John Anderson of 
Trend Studios, will be on hand to take 
individua l pictures of this occasion from 
8:00 p.m. until 1 :00 a.rn. T he package he 
offers includes two 5x7 and four 2~xJ~ 
natural color pictures for $3.85. Payment 
for the pictures is made at the time they 
are taken. They are mailed, without addi-
tiona l cost, about two weeks later. 
Child Care Center Facilities will be 
availab le until 1 :30 a.m. both Oct. 1 and 
2; however, reservations are necessary and 
must be made early. 
- Edna Phelan 
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Editor: Jo Bouder 
Reporcers: Pat Donahue, Barbara Saville, 
Myrna Rasmussen, Brona Hunt J Carol 
Frick 
BA0303 ... Betty Goulette arranged 
for the wives' ] une luncheon at the High-
lands Inn. Later, a dinner was held at the 
Rancho Canada Golf Club in Carmel Val-
ley, at which we bid our adieux to the 
Slitts, O'KeIlys, and Cliff Holmes, who, 
degrees in hand, were going on to new 
duty stations. 
As soon as finals were over, Oregon 
enticed many of OUT peripatetic section 
mates, among whom were the Dellwos, 
who had 1hrge's parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
Carl Benson from Minnesota, along for 
the trip. Others who ventured that far 
were the Grants, who spent two weeks in 
Lake Oswego, and the Johnsons, who also 
managed to cover Utah, Montana, Wy-
oming, Nevada and Washington. The Lil-
leys re-painted their Lake Forest Park 
house in Seattle, readying it for new ten-
ants. Ben, Judith and Thumper Folsom 
took a trip to Oregon. 
Clarence and Kathy Juhl renewed old 
a~quaintance with four of his pre-fl ight 
classmates in San Diego. 
Others who visited the Southland were 
the Hodgdons, who took in Disneyland, as 
did Al and Janice Jenkins and their daugh-
ters. Other Disneyland sojourners were 
the Wesebergs, who also visited relatives 
in Long Beach. 
from the collectio" of 
The Belts enjoyed a guided tour by the 
proprietor of the "Old Cookhouse Res-
taurala" in Eureka. The Goulettes raved 
over their new Apache tent and tried it 
out at Lake Shasta. 
Joe and Janet Findley journeyed to 
\¥cymouth, Mass., to vis it both sets of 
parents. Janet extended the visit by stay-
ing on a few weeks with the children. 
Tom and Pat ).roore welcomed her par-
ents from Greenwich, Conn., and showed 
them Roaring Camp, San Francisco and 
the Santa Cruz Redwoods. 
Gene and Sussie Driscoll rented a cabin 
in Big Tree. The Durkins report they 
had a fun visit to San Jose's Frontier 
Village. Stan and Lois Smith went to Los 
Angeles to visit friends. The Savi lle family 
rented a completely self-contained house-
boat on Lake Shasta. 
BS0302 ... \Ve ended the last quarter 
with a potluck cocktail and dinner party 
at Sandy and Dick \Viese's home. Vaca-
tion found the ~I obrays, J ohnsons, and 
Donahues on a houseboat in Canada. The 
Edwards took thei r camper to the Grand 
Tetons and were joined by Max and Dee 
Quitiquit as they passed through on their 
6000 mile journey with their camper. The 
Springers went on a bicycle tour of the 
wine country. Buck's sister and family 
visited for three weeks and spent the time 
tour ing al1 of California. Rita Redmond 
went to New Jersey for a month before 
the break and Bob joined her after the 
break. Then they toured their farm in 
Kentucky. 
\Ve will lose Tom and Jan Davis, Hank 
and Mauri Dombrowski, and Hal and Car-
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lette Peterson in September as they all 
have orders. 
BSl103 . . The parents of several 
members of the section visited their fami-
lies in the :Monterey area during the June 
break. Mr. and Mrs. Picard of Marseilles, 
France, came the greatest distance to 
spend six weeks with their daughter, 
Helene, and her husband Jim Kamel. This 
is the Picard's first trip to the United 
States. Bob and Bobbie Graham enter-
tained her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles 
Baker of Portsmouth, Va., and Don and 
Janet Hotland were busy showing the 
sights to her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed 
vVelk of vVestminster, Md. Mr. and Mrs. 
Otto Schewe from Elmira, N.Y., spent 
ten days with their son and family, Norm 
and Faye Schewe. Mrs. Saylor of Rich-
mond, chose the July 4th weekend to visit 
her family, Edith and Bill Fields. 
'''hile Diane and Bob Briggs were trav-
eling through Disneyland, Edit h and Bill 
Fields went to San Diego, the Grand Can-
yon. Lois and Gary Fisher divided their 
time between Lake Tahoe and Santa Rosa, 
their home town . Paul and 'Myrna Ras-
mussen isolated themselves in the Red_ 
woods National Park and lazed away two 
weeks hiking, fishing and collecting drift-
wood. With the exception of a day of 
frantic fun at Santa Cruz. Rose and Pat 
Valenty vacationed at home. 
BA1 301 ... Our section extends a warm 
welcome to Jeanne Gilroy, wife of our 
Section Leader, and Jean Nicholas. wife 
of LCDR Joe Nicholas. 
Lou and Fran Boughton were in south-
ern California to visit two of Fran's sis-
Barzilay. 
IlMIinder of • inGIstr)". 
tIH 70Cl Clbinet "- exquisite t.mbaUr 
doors concfllilll'" IImost lIIIIimittd lbilitJ 
10 house 5tereo COII\~ • ...., tIbinets 
•• available _ COIIte.porlrY .. lInut 
or lracitiOllll oak woods.. IS ....... 
compl.t. l pllC. IMIIIIOI. $491.00 
eq.,lrmellt clbiMt only S21Q.00 
WI invile )'011 to vi5it 0lIl of tnt most ucitilc 
furniture shDwroons .. centrll CJlilofllil. 
mo"'e visto village 
tS soleda d dr., monterey 
Phone 373·0789 
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ters and Disneyland. The Bryants toured 
southern California and Las Vegas. Bob 
and Connie Fox also went south to see 
the sights in Los Angeles and Disneyland. 
O ther visitors to Disneyland were W eldon 
and Bobbie H ollway, accompanied by 
\:Yeldon's mother and s ister here from 
Tennessee. Steve and T eresa visited her 
mother ill San Diego. and spent a day at 
Disneyland. Ed and Carol J ones took visit-
ing relatives with them to Disneyland and 
San Diego. 
Several couples were off to the moun-
tains. Mac and Judy McCloskey spent the 
two weeks camping in the Sierras near 
Lake Tahoe. The Buffkins and Kuhlkes 
enjoyed the snow at Lassen National Park. 
The Kuhlkes went on to see the scenery 
in Northern California and Oregon. Lee 
and Shirley Callies took some scenic 
side trips in Northern California and Ore-
gon also on their way to visit Lee's par-
ents in Salem and friends in Seattle. The 
Januarys took visiting Navy fri ends with 
them for a two week stay at Kings Can-
yon Xational Park. Don and Andrea Al-
Ien stayed home and enjoyed a visit with 
Don's mother and sister from Oklahoma. 
Bill and Jean Query entertained jean's 
parcnts and Bill's father , all from Florida. 
They all spent a few days camping in the 
Lake Tahoe area. Bill and Patti Rice 
gave Bill's brother and his wife. visiting 
from ~remphis. a tour of California. Par-
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ents of both Bob and Sally Kelly came 
here from Texas. Other visitors to the 
Kellys were Lt. and Mrs. Dave Platt 
from Japan. Jim and Judy Wallace en-
joyed a visit with Jim's mother and two 
sisters from Massachusetts. The ,"Vallaces 
also visited Disneyland. 
In July, the section, along with 1302, 
welcomed sections 2101 and 2102 with a 
cocktail party at the Presidio Officer's 
Club. 
Steve and Teresa \:Yilkens and Jim and 
Judy \,Vallace invited scction couples to 
the Wallace's home for a July cocktail 
buffet. It was a "BYOB party" with din-
ner provided by our hosts. 
BA1302 ... Everyone is busy recover-
ing from leave and the beginning of a 
new quarter. While things were Quiet in 
La Mesa Village, Jim and Ginny Hinds 
decided to collect those who didn't leave 
town as soon as their last class ended and 
have a party. Sylvia Sherry returned from 
a month long visit with her parents, :Mr. 
and Mrs. Albert Clarke, in London, Eng-
land. It had been 13 years since Sylvia 
had been home. 
Our entire group enjoyed hos ting the 
\Velcome Aboard party at the Presidio 
Officers' Club for the new people in BA-
llOl and BA1302: it was a great chance to 
say hello to O Uf most recent arrival. Alice 
Cloutier. 
BSl302 ... During May, our monthly 
get together was for a luncheon in the 
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Nepenthe Restaurant at Big Sur. 
Although the weather was still a bit 
brisk, our section "braved all" and held 
a cookout at the NALF picnic grounds. 
Later in the month, over the two-week 
break, our couples found various ways to 
spend their time. Ron and Pat Bolt head-
ed for Lake Tahoe, Earl and Susan Wolf-
gang to Disneyland, and Sam and Sandy 
McLeod to Seattle where they did some 
salmon fishing. But the biggest trip of 
all was made by Tom and Kathy Cogs-
well when they flew to Germany to visit 
Kathy'S mother. Tom returned at the end 
of the break, but Kathy plans to spend 
the summer with her relatives . 
BAllOl .. The Brandon Blums went 
to New York, where Judy will be visiting 
with her parents until August. The Pete 
Thorntons also visited their folks back in 
Minnesota. The lake scene was enjoyed 
by the Don Dills who resided on a house-
boat for a week at Trinity Lake. The Bob 
Kalins stayed at Lake Tahoe. 
The Tony Salvatores had a visit from 
Terri's grandmother, Mrs. Dion Tyson 
and her husband Jessie; they all went to 
Lake Tahoe, San Francisco, and to the 
Ponderosa Ranch. The Dick Lecropanes 
saw Robert Gould who gave Barbara a 
ki ss 0 11 the cheek. 
The Ron Sakonyis visited friend s in 
Amarillo, Texas, and during their stay 
attended the wedding of Jerry Dage. 
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61 Soledad Drive • Monte Vista Village • 372-7766 
Timeless beauty and serenity of the Orient in magnificent bedroom furni-
ture - showing now in the Burmese black with a rich warm under glo. or 
the lovely Melasian brown. Accent pieces and head boards in Oriental red 
or gold or simple wood style. Tall armoires or door chests, stack chests or 
bar cabinets, or the handsome contemporary oriental dining groups avail -
able for immediate delivery at close-out prices! 
=--1\) FINE FURNISHINGS 
~ AT REASONABLE PRICES 
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Editor: Gee-Gee Marshall 
Reporter: Carol Normand 
HM 14 ... Section bridge met in July 
at Barbara Kindle's. Margaret Kolb took 
top honors. 
Section wives met at the Sardine Fac-
tory for a luncheon in July. Rita Driscoll, 
guest of Evelyn Clark, joined us. The 
door prize from Monterey Pottery was 
the compliment of our hostesses. OUT 
thanks to Winnie Larson and :Margaret ' 
Kolb for making luncheon arrangements. 
ENGI NEERING SCIENCE 
Editor: Meg ButteTworth 
Reporters: Kathie Belden, Anita Wood-
bury 
At our July bridge get-together, Am-
bler Kamp took high with over 5600 
points . Betsy Norton took honors. New 
curriculum members interested in playing 
bridge, please call Dottie DeVall (372-
7470) Qur bridge chairman. Beginners are 
welcome and table talk is the rule of the 
day. 
SA 14 (01) ... The unique combina-
tion of Bratschi, Kasales and Stanley 
yielded a section dinner party in ] une. 
The break brought several visitors to 
the area. Mike and Sandy Bratschi stopped 
on their way to Ceylon to see Leslie and 
Wayne Bratschi. Mr. and Mrs. James G. 
Norton from Thomasville, N.C., visited 
the Nortons. Mr. and Mrs. M. ]. Wilks 
from Amarillo, Texas, visited the Ed-
mondsons. The Newlons hosted Mr. and 
Mrs. Floyd Lucia from Milwaukee, Wisc. 
Sierra National Forest was the get away 
for the Ubers. 
The Woodburys followed the Bliss fam-
ily to Lassen National Park for one week 
of tent trai ler living. 
The swinging section had a picnic in 
July at Via Paraiso Park. 
SA 14 (02) ... Julie and Mike Abraham 
vacationed on a ranch among the red-
woods in Jenner, Cal if. Pat and Mike 
Baird traveled to Mike's hometown in 
Vvashington to visit his mother who re-
turned with them and his sister. The Ben-
nardos recuperated from a six-week cross-
country tour from Virginia while visiting 
Mary and Bob Brown. The Caltahans 
visited Dan's grandparents' ranch in Rogue 
River, Ore. Cousin. Peggy Vermerseh, is 
currently visiting with Sharon and Bob. 
SB 14 (02) . . . Red Smith's parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. E. ] . Smith of Tucson, 
spent two weeks with him and Polly. Meg 
and Bob Butterwor th headed for Victoria. 
British Columbia. during the break. En-
route. they toured the Mother Lode Trail, 
stopped at the Shakespeare Festival in 
Ashland. Ore .. ~tnd visited Crater Lake. 
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NAVAL ENGINEERING 
Editor: Kathy Pet", 
Reporters: Sue Schantz, Joan Schafer, 
Carol Greenamyer 
NS0 2, NF02, NE02 . . . Ralph and 
Elaine Santi hosted a section barbecue in 
] uly at their Marina home. The event was 
coordinated by Lynn Duncan and Ann 
Wilson. Tripoley provided an excellent 
finale to the evening. 
N F 0 4 . . . The Perry House Tea Room 
afforded the wives a luncheon planned by 
Margie Katz and Alice Perkinson. Some 
wives enjoyed browsing in the adjoining 
gift and interior design shop. 
NG14 ... The Adameks vacationed in 
Oklahoma, the Hamiltons in Oregon, the 
Muttigans and Moutsatsos at Lake Tahoe, 
Tran Viet Trang at Disneyland, and the 
Ratanaruangs at Las Vegas. Nguyen Van 
Minh returned to Vietnam for a visit. 
Campers included the Wrights at Las-
sen Volcanic National Park, the Green. 
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amyers at Yosemite, and the Nicaricos in 
Washington. It was the Nicaricos' first 
camping experience, and they enjoyed it 
in spite of too much rain and faulty 
camping equipment. 
The Rhodes had as house guests Don's 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vernie Dawby. 
from Senton, Mo. 
We welcome the Treibers, who joined 
our section beginning this quarter. 
Staff Wives 
Wives of newcomers to the staff and 
faculty were welcomed at a coffee at the 
home of Mrs. A. S. Goodfellow in August. 
The Staff Wives' Club Membership 
Tea witt be held in September. Material 
Science and Chemistry, and Mechanical 
Engineering wives will be hostesses. 
Staff Wives' Bowling League was or-
ganized during August. Any newcomers or 
present Wives' Club members who are in-
terested in bowling should call Nancy 
Sackman (659-2355) or Gloria Bassett 
(373-4019). -Lynne McGuire 
lilt CRRfflH r11n 
HAlT fABRIL5 
MISSION STREET BETWEEN 5th AND 6th 
MAKE SWEATERS TO LINGERIE 
O.S.W.C, SPONSORED COURSE 
Tuesday 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. Th ursday 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. 
Enroll now for instruction classes 
Telephone 624-5727 Carmel, California 
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NAVAL MANAGEMENT 
Editor: Paula H1mtingt01J. 
Reporters: Joanna Moore, Susan White , 
Chris tie Jarra//, Sharon Poggi, Barbara 
VandeWater, Meg Nelson, Sondra Bolin-
ger, Janis Perkins, rrB. J." Wolf 
CS0 4 . .. Section wives were happy to 
welcome each other back from vacation 
with a luncheon at the La Playa Hotel 
in Carmel, planned for us hy Charlene 
~ l cKay. Bridge was given last 1110nth 
by J anice H anke, and prize winners were 
Carole Barry and Joanna Moore. 
CS04 says farewell to Myrna and Paul 
\Villiams. Paul has completed his course 
here and has returned to Albany, Georgia, 
to be assigned to a squadron there. 
P S12 . . . Apr il's Wives' Bridge was 
held at Christie Jarratt's home with Jan 
Colville taking high and lnge Peters sec-
ond. 
In May we had a family affair when 
the section got together for a picnic at 
the Kavy golf course. 
Carol \Valton opened her home to the 
wives for the ever-popular Tupperware 
part)' . 
San Juan Bautista was the scene for 
?o. f ay's luncheon. A tour of the shops and 
of the historic mission. followed by lunch 
at the Casa Rosa Res taurant were the 
novel ideas of our hostesses, J an Colville 
and Clare Bauer. 
~hy's br idge was at ~rary Heselton's 
home. Sue Bidon placed high whi le Inge 
Peters took both second and the deuce 
prize. Inge volunteered her home for 
June's brid~e. Eleanor Carlton, Christie 
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In troducing P"ul;a Huntington, newly- elected Li· 
;aison for the Nava l Management Curriculum. 
!John Perkins Photo) 
Jarratt and Shana Egan were the prize 
winners. 
J 01111 and Clare Bauer entertained Clare's 
mother, 1frs. Raymond Hirsh from Ten-
nessee, and af ter her departure, Clare's 
brother, 1fr. Raymond Hirsh, Jr. , vaca· 
tioned with the Bauer s. The Charl ie Sim· 
mons are expecting thei r third stork·stop 
shortly and until after the happy occasion, 
Carol's mother and au nt will be staying. 
Among the tranling entourage were Sue 
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and Pat Bidon, who spent a week in Los 
Angeles visiting Sue's relatives. Bill and 
Carol \Valton went to Oklahoma to see 
their folks, and J ohn and Christie Jarratt 
went to Texas to visit with their families 
followed by a sig ht-seeing tour through 
New Mexico and Arizona. Spot and Jan 
Colville spent a few days in San Francisco 
with the Bidons, attending the Interna-
tional Track 1o,·reet. Mel and Dottie Sites 
spent their leave period in Hawaii. 
M B13 MB IJ took advantage of the 
Club 's stand-up buffet, a t a before fina ls 
party in the Galleon Room. 
MQ13 ... George Robillard and family, 
and the Phelans fl ew to Hawaii. The Muirs 
tou red Roaring Camp, the " Muir \Voods" 
and Disneyland. Jan and John Bloomer 
spent a fe w days in Solvang and also 
toured the H earst Cast le. The Gibsons 
and H ea ths went to San Francisco, and 
Marilyn and Bob also visited San Rafael. 
Sandy and Jeff took their children camp-
ing in the northern California Redwood 
area and into Oregon where they were 
forced to take refuge in their camper due 
to the continuous rain. Bob and Judy 
Soderstrom went to Tahoe and Yosemite 
and the Lamhart hs went to Cata l in~ 
I sland. Bill also purchased a new Corvette 
during the June break. Carmen and Mike 
Hil singer and the children just enjoyed 
themselves taking in the local scenes. 
Mrs. Karl R. Timm of Jacksonville, 
Florida, is visiting with her daughter and 
fami ly, the Frank Hills, for three weeks. 
Another couple in the sect ion took their 
family camping at Yosemite and also to 
to D isneyland - the Fer nows. Bob and 
Marilyn Gibson attended the "Obon Fes-
tival" recently in Monterey. 
ME13 ... July's hostess. H elen P ingel. 
arran~ed a luncheon in Carmel at the 
Bria r H ouse. H elen's sister, Sandy Scho-
field. was her guest. 
Mothers-to-he BiIJie McKearn and Mela_ 
nie Maxon planned a full and interest ing 
August day for sec tion wives. Coffee at 
Billie' s was fo llowed hy a tour of MOIl -
terey's Larkin H ouse. topped with lunch 
at Zepeda's. 
CS14 . For our May coffee. we gave 
1 hahy shower for Cynthia Var~a!', who 
failed to show up! Cynthia was husy hav-
ing a little girl. 
The June coffee was a tour through the 
Monterey Jade Factof\·. planned hy Sue 
Clapper and "B. J." Vlolf. After the tour 
we had lunch at the Sard ine Fac tory. 
Jim and Ginny H owick planned ~ n un -
usual party - a Vi"ihle Rut Incom:picuous 
party. Couples were given two items to 
hide on their per!'on. and we spent th(' 
~vening trying to fi Jlure out who had 
what. 
T o celehrate the end of finals. every-
one met at th e 01ltr;(!ger. After dinner. 
we went to the Warehol1!'e fo r some en· 
tf'rt:1inment. 
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The July coffee was a trip to the Magic 
Fishbone, then lunch at the Del Monte 
Hyatt House. Hostesses were Linda 
Courts and 10farilyn King. 
AI and Joan Sears and Bill Regmund 
helped us get over the end of vacation 
with a barbeque at the Sears home. 
Dave and 1·[ichelle Elkins had a pool 
party in August. 
PL12 ... Except for the Keefes, who 
Aew west to Hawaii, and the Orsers, who 
drove east to Idaho Falls, Idaho, the sec-
tion families spent the break north and 
south of here - and here. 
The Thomases went as far north as 
Vancouver, s.c.. stopping in Oregon on 
the way. Once home they we re visited by 
Bob's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Thomas 
of Corpus Christi, Texas. 
Among the camping members of the sec-
tion were the Spillanes, who went to Yo-
semite; the Frahers, who ventured to 
northern and coastal California; the 
Prices, hitching their trailer to Oregon; 
and the ':Voo1riches who also headed to 
Oregon. 
The Clarks and the Fenicks spent some 
time in Disneyland, as did the Kentys. The 
Kentys also visited Tijuana, Mexico, stayed 
with relatives on a farm in the San Joa-
quin Valley and saw some of the Mother 
Lode count ry. 
The Tweets and their son introduced 
their new daughter, first to Judy's par-
ents. Mr. and M rs. L. ""V. Garst of Dale-
ville, Va., and then to John's mother. Mrs. 
Samuel Tweel of Huntington. W. Va. 
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Oehrlein of Albany, 
Minn., vacationed with their son Bill and 
his family. 
Evelyn Abernathy's parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Kelly of Gastonia, N.C., were guests. 
July brought Maureen Fraher all the 
way from Dungarvan, Ireland, to the Ma-
rina home of her brother Jerry and family 
for a visit. 
Supply Wives 
The York on Cannery Row was the 
setting for the May luncheon, hosted by 
Peg Montgomery and Dot Leeson. Hans 
Skaalagaard, painter of the sea and ships, 
presented the ladies with an interest ing 
and lively talk of his li fe and experiences, 
high lighted by a showing of several of his 
works. 
The July luncheon was he ld at Con-
suelo's in Monterey. Shi rley Wheeler and 
Phyllis Erickson were responsible fo r add-
ing a "bite" of old Mexico into our day. 
Just in case we have missed any new 
Supply ladies in the area, please ca ll Mary 
)0 Murphy (373·6805), and we will be 
glad to include you in our month ly func-




Editor: Barbara McDiarmid 
Reporters : Willie Wright, Edna Barney, 
Evelyn McConathy, Mary Seymour, Mar-
gie S1,l/ivan, Marge Byrnes, Jan Pilger, 
Judy Collrane 
N ALF picnic grounds was the Place. 
July was the Date. The Happening - an 
annual picnic for the curriculum and 
weather service personnel. We all munched 
on the Gourmet's Delight - hamburger _ 
while the little children played Ring 
Around the Rosie, the middle sized chil-
dren had sack and three legged races and 
the grown-up children played Socko. It 
was a good day for a picnic - thanks to 
the weathermen. 
XM02, XA02. . Steve and Jane Col-
gan flew to Pennsylvania and Maryland 
to visit their families. AI and j\'telba Frank 
and three sons enjoyed a trip to Kansas. 
John and Dung Krall headed for Minne-
sota. The Vargas 2nd Krafts went camp-
ing, and Bob Kurth returned from Mis-
souri with a wedding date of October 16 
on the calendar. 
O P02 Ray and Barbara Anderson 
have o rders to Hawaii. The M inters are 
looking forward to a tour in Italy. Bill 
Rf:vesz has orders to Key \Vest, Florida. 
X M04, X A04 . During a month of 
much traveling. the Freemans enjoyed a 
visit from Sandra's sister, Teri Kay Tal-
ley, of Hinsdale, Illinois. The Turczyns 
were joined by Najla's brother, David 
Kurani, of Beirut, Lehanon. 
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Touring the Northwest U.S. and parts 
of Canada with stops to see families were 
the Bowers, Aakers, Pafiases, SaAeys, and 
Trumbowers. The Langlands in turn visit-
ed Denver and the Southwest. Nelsons en-
joyed a resort in Felton, California. Col-
verts visited parents in Arkansas, and the 
Madisons went to Kansas to be with Gail's 
parents. 
In Grand Rapids, Minnesota, the Tai-
pales saw Joan 's parents. Zeiglers divided 
their time between their families in Ohio 
and 'Vest Virginia. The Slaughters and 
Bozichs spent their time in Florida. He-
burns went to New York City and Rome. 
New York, to see their families. Finally, 
the Glaeses saw their folks in San Diego, 
while the Griffins enjoyed a Mexican va-
cation. 
OP04, OE04 ... Margaret McKen-
drick travelled to Europe and the Mas-
sicots, Simpsons and Seymours to Ha-
waii. The "See America First" types were 
the Harders, who went to Virginia and 
h-hryland, the Barrys to Oklahoma, the 
,:V atermans and Bordys to Lake Tahoe, 
the Klines to Colorado, the Duchocks to 
a guest ranch in northern California, and 
the Austins to the Los Angeles area. The 
M cKendricks will be entertaining Mar-
garet's parents. 
Judy '¥aterman had a coffee in July. 
XM 12 ... Our first opportunity to trade 
travel tales came with a July evening 
coffee for the wives at J 0 Chappell's home, 
where we formulated plans for future 
XM12 activities. Further planning was 
needed so July also found us as a section 
gathered at the Pebble Beach home of 
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Barb and H erb Hansen where we enjoyed 
a long Happy Hour and concocted fasci-
nating games for the upcoming curriculum 
picnic, From the Hansens', we progressed 
to the Fish Market Restaurant for an im-
promptu dinner and then went to the 
Scriveners for some homemade ice cream, 
Congratulations to our sec tion golf team, 
the \\'eathermen, who took the Intramural 
Golf Championship. Members of the team 
included ~ like ~rarchetti, Jim Sullivan, 
Bob Lyons, Bob Given, Dave Sokol, and 
Keith Urbanek. 
C EI2. . Sam and Nann Sigmund and 
family took off for a week in the woods 
near Sacramento. Dave and Bobette Mol-
nar and children spent 2 weeks with a 
friend, Mary Ann Crosby of Brookings, 
Oregon. Bob and Cassandra Killion and 
family traveled south to spend some time 
at Disneyland and went on to San Diego 
to visit with Cassandra's aunt and uncle, 
~rr. and ~rr s . Charles Farrar. Our bach-
elor. John Picciuolo, covered the most 
territory, visiting his family in Augusta, 
Ga.. and later. friends and relat ives in 
Tucson, Arizona. 
Gaylord and Mary Anne Paulson en-
terta ined her mother, Mrs. }1cPherson, 
and sister, Miss Delores ~fcPherson, of 
San Diego and later, Gaylord's parents. 
~rr. and Mrs. A. Paulson of Elbow Lake, 
~finn . Dave and }o,'large Byrnes and family 
enjoyed several days at Lassen Volcanic 
X"at ional Park, journeyed south through 
redwood country, and spent some time 
with Cri s and Betsey Kraft of Mill Val-
ley, Calif. The Kraft' s daughter, Susan, 
returned home with the Byrnes for a vi sit. 
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OPl2 ... In JUlle, the section wives 
gathered at the home of Reiko Schriner 
for coffee. 
The Schriner's enjoyed a visit from his 
brother, Frederic, from Deharki, West 
Pakistan. They also traveled to San Diego 
during the break. 
The Heffernan's vacationed in Mexico. 
The Howell's toured the Monterey Penin-
sula with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. How-
e ll , frOI11 Jackson, ~liss. The Salas' spent 
their vaca tion in their cabin in Big Trees, 
and also visited Lake Tahoe and Yosem-
ite. Leopoldo's aunt, 1(iss Serafini Roner, 
visited from San Esteban, Venezuela. The 
Cepeks spent their vacation in Chicago, 
visiting both of their parents. Rafael Steer 
spent some time in Los Angeles. 
XMI4 . . In July, the wives gathered 
at Audrey Stauffer's home to work on 
articles for the Creative Showcase and to 
swap interesting box lunches brought by 
each wife. 
LT Donald K. MacKenzie, of Naval 
Engineering NH12, married June MarsheII 
in Swarthmore, Pa., on June 26. The couple 
honeymooned on a cross-country car trip, 
managing to get sunburned before reach-
ing ~I o llt e rey. 
LCDR Richard H . Schaus of OP02 was 
ma rri ed to Lisa S. Schaus on June 26. 
T he wedding took place in a redwood 
grove 0 11 the Oppenheimer Ranch in Car-
mel Yalley. 
SERVING THE ENTIRE PENINSULA 
Appling Carpet SMART FLOORS 
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WETTING THE STRIPE 
Chuck Duchock and Norm Camp cele-
brated their promotions to Lieutenant 
Commander with a wetting-do'wn party in 
July at the Presidio. 
Mike Marchetti and Bob Lyons (sec-
tion XM12) together with Skip Nash, Jim 
Lacey and Jim Mimard hosted a cocktai l 
party at the Fort Ord Officers' Club for 
a large group of friends in late July to 
celebrate their recent promotions to Lieu-
tenant Commander. 
Coast Guard Wives 
The June meeting of the Coast Guard 
Wives Club was held at the home of Mary 
Andrews, dub president. Plans were 
formulated for the Spring farewell party, 
The affair, held at the new Ft. Odd 
Officers ' Club, was preceded by a cock-
tail party at thehome of the Richard Chap-
mans. 
Other events in June included a pot 
luck at the home of David and Vicki Con-
nolly in Marina as a final farewell to the 
graduates, couples gathered at the Ft. Ord 
Officers' Club once again for a buffet din -
ner on graduation night. 
The July \Vives Club meeting in the 
form of a welcoming coffee took place at 
the La Mesa home of Dott ie Sites. There 
were plenty of new faces, although a few 
got the chance to renew old acquaintances 
from previous duty station s. 
The newly-appointed hospitality chair-
man is Dottie Sites and Sue \:Vallace is 
co-ordinator for the monthly bridge club 
meetings. - Susan Philpott 
~~QJffi 
Class of '67 
67'er s piled a lo t of tired kids and growll-
ups into cars after the July pot- luck picnic 
at the Navy golf course. Competitive vol · 
Jeyball and a water balloon contest were 
the main events. Kris and Dick Scott were 
the contest winners, along with a lot of 
wet runners-up. 
Couples' bridge was given by Diana 
Boaz in June, and by Sue White in July. 
Nancy and Mike Merickel were high scor-
ers at Diana's. Karen Crabtree was high 
scorer when Nancy Merickel gave wives' 
bridge in July. 
Arriving 67'e rs please sign up on the 
bulletin board in the SMC to get in on the 
fun. -Jill Finney 
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OPERATIONS ANALYSIS 
Editor: Hope Pierson 
Reporters: Linda Campbell, Sharon Bach-
e/or, Anna Riley, Maggie Schumacher, 
Marge Lunde, Pam Himstreet, Ellen Zieg-
ler, Louise O'Neill 
ROX9 ... A night of Bingo at the Fort 
Ord Officers' Club was enjoyed by the 
wives recently, thanks to Mimi Davidson 
and Fini Probus. The entire section went 
to dinner at the '\Tarehouse. 
A farewell luncheon with a wine tasting 
beforehand was given by Sue Spinosa and 
Peggy Evans at the Jolly Rogue for Kath-
leen \Villillgham. Dave will join her in 
Pennsylvania following graduation. 
ROY9 . . Everyone had a chance to 
relax and discuss vacation plans at Dick 
and Dee Misters "post finals" party at 
their Marina home. 
Bridge hostess for the month of July 
was Kitsie Cooke. 
ROXO ... June vacation saw many of 
the section couples scattered. Eduardo and 
Ivane Dasilva took their daughter, Maria, 
to Disneyland. The Lamberts visited Sue's 
parents in Coronado, Ca., while the Stari's 
flew to Missouri. 
The Bowes, who were joined here by 
Connie's niece and nephew and her mother, 
~frs. Eleanor \;v' aring, went to Los An-
ge les, Disneyland and San Francisco. The 
Kirks took a trip around northern Cali-
fornia and the Luneburgs and the Mad-
sons chose Sequoia National Park. 
Lyle and Annette Lewis went to Mount 
Vernon, \ ·Vash. The Rileys visited with 
Dave's parents in Portland, Ore., then 
left for Hawaii. Paul Carlson's parents 
were entertained with a tour of San Fran-
cisco. 
RO Ll The view of the Monterey 
Bay from the Crows Nest in the Holiday 
Inn set the scene for our luncheon hosted 
by Fran BuH and Faith Potts. 
ROLO May found many men from 
the section at various places around the 
country applying their knowledge to prac-
tical problems. Lane Spencer spent six 
weeks in Hawaii where Ann and the chil-
dren joined him for a three week holiday. 
Deck Macke, Bob Prath, and Put Preston 
all worked in Washington, D.C. Their 
families travelled to the East Coast to 
visit relatives living in that area. The 
Macke's stopped to see hi s grandmother 
in II1inois and his parents in Oregon. Bob 
and Karen visited hi s parents in San Diego 
while other East Coast visitors were Lyn 
and Dan Connell who visited their parents 
in Georgia, and Sue and Bob Powers who 
spent some time with families in Pennsyl-
van ia and Virginia. 
Norvelle and Bob Sutton visited her 
parents in South Carolina and his family 
in Florida, where they were able to in-
clude a weekend in Nassau to their vaca-
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tion. The Clifts travelled to Peggy's par-
ents in Chicago and Moose spent some 
time with his fami ly in Oregon. Bill Gau-
tier sought adventure to break the routine 
of classes by climbing Mt. Rainier during 
his vacation. 
Those staying in California were the 
Tucls who visited Carol's parents in Au-
burn, the Quirks who vacationed in Yo-
semite, and Doug Long who spent the 
two weeks taking care of his daughter, 
Darcy. The Lundes visited relatives in 
Southern Cal iforn ia and entertained 
Marge's parents from Minnesota. The Wil-
liams toured interesting points in the Mon-
terey area. Claire Haskell's parents from 
South Attleboro, 1hss., spent a month 
visiting them. In add ition to touring Mon-
terey they managed to visit Disneyland, 
Ensenada, 1r exico and spend a week at 
Lake Tahoe. 
ROn Summer vacation was herald-
ed by fourteen couples at a Bold Baron 
luncheon with many leaving afterwards 
for their planned escapes. Barbara and 
Tim Allega travelled to Rhode Island to 
see her parents. George and Susan Cunha 
spent the break in Seattle, Portland and 
San Francisco while their chi ldren flew to 
Boston. Ed and 1faryanne Johnson visited 
New York and Chicago and baptized their 
hahy with the grandparents present. Both 
the Klines and the Yuguchis' travelled to 
Las Vegas , and the Traftons toured Dis-
neyland. 
Section C31l1pers included the ("ummin's 
who roughed it with the bears in Yosemite 
:lI1d the Schneihles. who spen t a few da~'s 
:amping at Big Sur. John and Candy 
Kieley sailed from Ft. Lauderdale to the 
Bahamas on John's father's yacht. 
We are havins a . .. 
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Four couples received visitors over the 
Jreak. Larry and Janice Atkinson wel-
comed his father, and the Lynches greeted 
Mike's mother from New York. The 
Thompsons received John's brother and 
sister from Virginia. Charlie and Laurie 
Ulrich needed a trailer in their driveway 
to accommodate his brother's family. 
Finally, the monthly bridge party was 
hosted by Sarah O'Leary in July. 
ROMO ... In April, Lynette and Jack 
Dell and Pam and Ned Ruckner arranged 
for our section to see "My Fair Lady." To 
prolong the evening, couples went on to 
the Club after the play. 
Judy Petersen and Vicki Storey were 
the hostesses of a brunch held in Vicki's 
home during May. Wives' bridge was 
held in the home of Sharon Sisson, who 
also won high for the evening. 
Five wives enjoyed lunch at the Fish 
Market during June. Dorothy Oelmann 
made the arrangements. Many of the other 
wives had begun the break early and left 
the area in order to visit their families or 
to join husbands who were on experience 
tours. 
ROKO ... A drive down to Big Sur 
and lunch of Ambrosia Burgers was our 
wives outing for July. Nancy Hall and 
Mary Ann Cush ing m?de arrangements 
for us at Nepenthe. A fashion show with 
"right-on" clothing from the Boutique 
concluded the afternoon. 
Karma and Frank McLesky and John 
and Lee Padgett were the hosts and 
hostesses for the section couples when we 
gathered at the Club for a rock dinner-
dance. Hot pants and far-out clothing 
was the costume for the evening. 
September 30, 1971 
YOV brin9 in 'jolJr old I)(}(J pipe 
~ and w~ll 9iv~ you 
'"'$2.00 off on any bl'iar pipe 
in t h e shOP", 
DEL MONTE SHOPPING CENTER 372·5512 
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ORDNANCE ENGINEERING 
Edicor: Regina Griggs 
UX l2 . . . The \\larehouse was the 
se tting for a section get-together. O ther 
night spots on Cannery Row were also 
visited. 
Dianne Fitzgerald was the hostess for 
a Beef Stroganoff luncheon at her home. 
Gag presents as well as useful g ift s 
for baby were presented to Regina and 
Carl Gr iggs at a surprise husbands' and 
wives' baby shower at the Fitzgcralds. 
Kathy and her two children, Cindy and 
Keith, went to vis it K a thy' s parents in 
i\ laine. Dianne, Jim and Jimmy Fitzgerald 
Aew to Florida to see their families. 
W C14, W E14, WP14 .. "Let's get 
acqua inted" coffee given by Shirley Barna-
by in her La Mesa home was the kick-off 
event for our new sec tion . 
The "Bold Baron" at the Club was 
the setting for a luncheon in May. Our 
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big socia l event with the husbands was 
the S hrimp'a' Peel buffet at the Club. 
Roli Hadjicen stand is, our Greek wife, 
is returning to Athens to bring the ir 21-
month-old son back to Monterey. 
WC04, WP04 ... The Pooles family 
in Texas had their fir s t look at Heather 
and the Fauths headed to New York for 
Sue's firs t meeting with her new family. 
Some fami lies had the best of both. 
Grandparents came to take care of Lorena 
and Blaine while Tom and DeeDee Vajda 
took some time off by themselves. 
WE04 .. In April, the Karl-Heinz 
Kellys and the Dieter Muellers, our Ger-
man couples, were host for a party to 
help ce lebrate the "Battle of Montaigne". 
Ann Bloxom had a game-a-thon and 
chocolate fondue party in April. Mary Lou 
Ben son 's home was the setting for our 
month ly "ga b-fe st" and games in May. 
Crochet was the word of the night fo r 
ou r June get-together. Our hostess, Ginnie 
Kost taught us some of the fundamentals 
of c rochet ing. 





RECOMMENDED BY DOCTORS 
BABEE DI-DEE SERVICE 
710 AMAOOR AVE., SEASIDE 
WE FURNISH DIAPERS, CONTAINER AND DEOOORANT 
PICK-UP AND DELIVERY 
Gi .... e d iaper service as a gift - We ha .... e g ift cert ificates 
SHOWER GIFTS 
INFANTS 
GI RLS to 12 - BOYS to 6x 
516 Del Monte Center 
Monterey 
372-6566 
CHILDREN'S SHOE SPECIALISTS 
For Very W ide Feet We Stoc k. to EEE 
For Very Narrow Feet W e Stock to MA 
Your Doc tor's Orthoped ic Presc riptions 
Accurately Filled 
Dance W ear 
INTROOUCTORY OFFER 
W ith Th is Ad 
$ 1.00 off to Mil itary on I st pair 
of leather shoes for ch i Idren • 
SEPTEMBER, 1971 
FAll ... A surprise baby shower was 
highlighted with a scavenger hunt for the 
guest of honor, J udy Harris, designed by 
the hostesses Lee Yager a nd Betty Ray-
mond. 
We a ll enjoyed dinner at The Fish 
Market before wi tnessing our section's ac-
to r, Fred Gray. in action in "My Fair 
Lady." 
Hors-d'oeuvres we re catered by the 
Shutters fo r a farewell "Festival 500" par-
ty fo r the departing F AO! sect ion. House-
~ uest of Fred and Thal ia Gray was GEN 
::; ray of Arlington, Va. Visiting the Far-
-ises were MAJ and Mrs. William Morgan 
:rom Penn sylvania wh ile in route to 
Florida. 
The Barrs spent one week a t Lake 
Tahoe, then journeyed to Washing ton to 
visit relatives and catch 18 K ing Salmon. 
The Yagers visited Yosemite, Salt Lake 
City, toured Colorado, then to Lake 
Powell, Arizona on their way back. Don 
and Carol Norton were visited by Don's 
mother after trips to Yosemite, Disney-
land and Sequoia. 
Mr. and Mrs. J oh11 Kasprzak from 
Brooklyn, Ann 's parents, and Ceci lia Ster-
benz from H ouston were house guests of 
Hank and Ann Sterbenz. 
The Harrises were visited by Judy's 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Kasper, 
a nd her grandmother, Mrs. E va Hall. 
Betty Raymond and two children visit-
ed her parents, M r. and Mrs. James Lacza 
in Long Island while Bi ll and Billy stayed 
here. 
The KUllihiros trekked to Los Ange les 
to visit thei r families. Lainie enjoyed two 
baby showers whi le Dean tried to fish. 
Loveland, Colo., was the site of vaca-
tion for the Farrises. While visit ing par-
ents and relatives, Bob enjoyed fi shing 
and golf while Jeanne played bridge. T he 
Grays visited San Francisco and enjoyed 
Monterey's nice weather. The most ex-
cit ing was Jim Tankovich who travelled 
to Ft. :Monroe, Va., to get married. vVe l-
come Margaret Ann. 
The Ginza was the site of our July 
luncheon where Japanese cuisine and at-
mosphere prevai led. 
Marine Corps Wives 
The Marine Officers' Wives Club ush-
ered in a new Quarter with a champagne 
brunch at the Presidio. Nancy Madson a nd 
Marianne Robil1ard planned th is get-to-
gether which fea tured an arts and crafts 
demons trat ion by J udy Fidler of H & H 
Supply. Door prizes were a Aoral arrange-
ment made by Mimi Davidson, won by 
Ann Bloxom and a sand candle from 
H & H, won by Joanna Moore. 
A welcome aboard coffee was held in 
the home of our advisor, Nancy Smith, 
H I W~bs/u .1 C.U with the elected officers ac ting as co-




Home J nteTiors sponsored the pro-
gram when the Army wives lunched to-
gether at the Shutters Restauran t. Patsy 
Fouch and Betsy DePhill ips m ade the ar-
rangements. 
Ruth Woods sponsored wives' bridge 
and, later in the month, she and husband 
Luke ' hosted couples' bridge for Army 
officers and wives. 
Memorize That 
Number 
If you haven't already done so, now is 
the time to commit your husband's social 
security number to memory. The re-
mainder of this year will be used to con-
vert the military service number to the 
social security number. After Jan. I, 1972, 
only the social securi ty number w ill be re-
Quired on official paperwork. 
-NAVNEWS 
Christopher Alan, 7 Ibs., 2 oz., J uly 8, 
to LT and Mrs. Alan P . DEROCO. 
Suzanne Elise, 6 Ibs., 11 oz., June 23, to 
LT and Mrs. Gary EDMONDSON. 
John Matthew, 7 Ibs., 7 oz., to LCDR 
and Mrs. Malcolm F. FITZGERALD. 
David Alexander, 7 Ibs., 8 oz., June 28, 
to L T and Mrs. David HALL. 
Mary Kath leen, 6 Ibs., 13 oz., June 21, to 
MAJ and Mrs. John HOWARD. 
Nguyen Dinh Vie t, 7 Ibs., 11 oz., June 
12, to L T and Mrs. N. D. HUNG. 
Charla j o, 6 1b5., 14}1 oz., June 30, to 
LT and Mrs. Wesley KRAMER. 
Kevin Patrick, 7 Ib5., 14 oz., J une 25, 
to CDR and Mrs. James Patrick 
O 'NEILL. 
Robert Bowers, J r., 7Yi Ib5 ., Ju ly 27. to 
L T and Mrs. Robert B. PLOEGER. 
Michael Anthony, 6 Ib5., to oz., Ju ly 2, 
to LT and Mrs. Gerald W . SABER. 
Thomas Patrick, 6 Ib5., 4 oz., June 16, 
to LT and Mrs. Paul F . SCHISSLER. 
Aundrea Elaine, 6 Ib5., 10 oz., June IS, 
to L T and Mrs. Robert J. STRICKER. 
Tracy Lyn, 6 1b5., I OZ., May 4, to L T 
and hl rs. Peter C. THORNTON. 
Cather ine Mae, 8 Ib5., 6 oz., June 27, 
to LT and Mrs. Joh n A. TWEEL. 
T homas Allen, 6 1b5. 15y,! oz., May 28, 
to L T and Mrs. Allen WIRZBURGER. 
Joh n Partick. 9 Ib5., 3 oz., April 26. to 
LT and Mrs. Raymond D. WOOLRICH. 
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THE FUll CIRCLE of f inancial services provided by Private Planning Corpora· 
tion is the guide to f inancial peace of mind for hundreds of PPC clients. This 
diagram of services avai lable to you from our firm encompasses a fully rounded 
picture of a healthy financial condition . when properly coordinated for your 
personal and specific needs. Within each of these three major areas, the sub· 
jects of concern are clearly defined. How they relate to your personal well · 
being can best be determined by consultat ion with a f inancial professional from 
our experienced staff . We invite your inquiry ... in complete conf idence .. . 
at your convenience. 
PRIVATE PLANNING CORPORATION 
232 MADISON ST . PHONE , 373 . 16. 7 MONTEREY , CALIF. 939.0 
([ERv'fsoFD 
EVERYBODY NEEDS SOFT WATER 
Clothes come cleaner ... colors brighter. Your dishes and silverware sparkle. 
Beauty shops all know the importance of soft water shampoos. 
Mrs. James Chandler of La 
Mesa says, "when your hands · 
are working hardest, they 
deserve special care ... the 
care soft water can give. 
I didn't know how wonderful 
soft water could be unti I I 
called SERVISOFT." 
2 WEEKS FREE SERVICE TO READERS OF CLASSMATE 
Our Supply of Water is Hard. Find out for yourself what soft water 
can do for you. Hundreds of families are enjoying this much 
needed service . 
Mrs. Dale Raebel of La Mesa says "Sweat-
ers ... knits ... and synthetic fabrics 
wash like magic . Keeps them soft as new." 
~ 
Call 375-5588 
NOTHING TO BUY 
NOTHING TO SIGN 
